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Introduction 

PMorgan Chase & Go. is pleased to provide comments on the Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking (NPR) implementing a new risk-based capital framework in the United 
States, also known asBasel TI, as published in the Federal Register en September 25, 
2006. As a large, internationally active banking organization, JPMorgan Chase & Co. is 
a "core bank"' that will be required under this NPR to impIement the U.S. version of the 
advanced approaches2described in the new Rase1 I1 Capital ~ c c o r d ~(the Accord) rather 
than continue under the existing risk-based capital rules (Basel 14). 

""ore bank"' refers to any banking organizationwith either consolidated total assets of $250 billion or 
more or on-balance sheet foreignexposure of $ tO billion or more that is requiredto adopt the proposed 
rule. 
""~dvancedapproaches" refer to rhe Advanced laternal Ratings Baqed (A-IRB) and Advanced 
Measurement Approach (AMA) fur credit and operational risk, respectively. 
3 "lntematinnal Convergence of Capital Measutemen~sand Capitat Standards, A Revised Framework." 
Ruse! Commrttee on Bank~ngSupervision,June 2004. November 2005 and June 2006. 

''Basel 1.' regulationsrefer to the current risk-based capita! regulations in theU.S., which represent the 
U.S. implementationof the original T 988 Basel Accord and subsequent modificationsto date as published 
by the U . S .  agencies. 
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We believe very substantial progress has been made in developing a new, more risk-
sensitive capital framework for large, internationally active banking organizations since 
the Advance NoZ~CFof Proposed Rulemaking ( M R )  was published in August:2003. 
Having been activelyinvolved in the Base1 TI process since it began under the Basel 
CommitteeonBanking Supervision (Base1 Committee), we greatly appreciate this 
opportunityto comment as part of a continuing, constructive dialogue with the agenciese5 

We are including as appendices to this letter separate comments on Basel TI information 
collections activities and the Base1 1~~ proposal. We also have previously submitted 
comment letters on the Market Risk NPR and associatedreporting requirements. 
Although each of these comment letters is a stand-alone document, we request the 
agencies incorporate by way of reference our other comment letters as part ofour 
response to the Basel I1 M R .  

Qur comment letter is structured as follows: 
I. Executive Summary 

11. Support for a Risk Sensitive Capital Framework 
111. Constraints on the Overall Level of Capital 

TV. Capital Requirements for Credit Risk 

V. Capital Requirements for Operational Risk 

VI. Responses to Specific Questions in the NPR 

Appendix A -Downturn LGD and the NPR 
Appendix B -Comments on the Basel I1 Reporting Requirements 
Appendix 2: -Comments on the Basel 1A NPR 

I. Executive Summary 

JPMorgan Chase &Co. has fully and consistently supported the goals of Basel I1 capital 
adequacy reform: to create a more risk-sensitivecapital Wework and provide 
incentives for banking organizations to improve their risk management and measurement 
practices. We have a substantial investment program in place to implement Basel 11. 

While we continue to support the direction of Basel II,we are principally concernedwith 
several specific requirements in the NPR that depart significantly from the intmationa1 
Basel I1 Accord. These deparhues in turn impose constraints and calculationsthat reduce 
the nsk sensitivity of capital calcuIations, less effectively promote the objectiveof  
improved risk management or unnecessarily add to costs. The net impact ofthese 

The term "hgencies"refers collectively ta the Federal R e s e w  Board, FDIC, OCC and OTS,as defined in 
the NPR Unless expressly defined, other terms of art employed in ths letter are generallyconsistent with 
the NPR definitions.
'''Basel 1A" refers to proposed modifications to the Basel I regulations as published in the Federal 
Regtst~r,Dec. 26,2006. 



incremental requirements i s  to place firms subject to this NPR at a disadvantage relative 
to competitors. Below is a summary of our principal concerns. 

Constraints on the Overall Level of Capital 

Allowable Declines in Capital We are concerned that the agencies intend to 
revise this rule if aggregate minimum capital requirements of U.S.banks7subject 
to Bascl IIdccline by 10% or more from current Base1 I levcls. We oppose 
reliance en Basel I as a baseline because it is not risk sensitive. Also, since the 
limit is not institution-specific,it can be triggered by a large decline at a small 
number of banks that will impact all banks. This requirement is also unnecessq 
given existingsupervisory authority to maintain adequate capital at individual 
banks. U.S. banks will be at a competitive disadvantage due to future uncertainty 
around the possibility of further rule changes that might apply only in this 
country. The agencies should instead consider any need for further changes to the 
final ruleby evaluating outcomes at individual banks and by consultation with the 
Basel Committee. 

r Transitional Floor Periods The capital requirements during the first two 
transitional floorperiods are materially higher than those imposed in other 
jurisdictions, and the agencies have added a third floor period. Separate written 
approval is r e q u i d  to end each transition period so each period can therefore last 
longer than one year. None of these additional requirements is in the Accord. 
Based on expected timetables, major international competitors outside the U.S. 
will be subject to materially lower floors in 2009 and no floors beyond 2009 while 
the U.S. floors will extend to 2011and possibly beyond. We stronglyrequest the 
agencies conform the transition rules to the Accord. 

Leverage Ratio The U.S. is virtually alone amongjurisdictions in imposing a 
leverageratio. Morwver, U.S. investment banks are not subject to such a 
requirement. As a percent of nominal assets, the leverage ratio by definitiondoes 
not adequately capture the risk of on- or off-balance sheet assets and is a 
misleading indicator of a bank's capital adequacy, Because of this lack ofrisk 
sensitivity, continueduse of the leverage ratio is in conflict with the fundamental 
objective of Basef I1 whereby minimum regulatory capital requirements are better 
aligned with risk. Should the leverage ratio become binding, the result will be 
that affected banks will eitherhold undue amounts ofexcess capital, confhng n 
capital advantage to foreign banks and investment banks, or will shift to riskier 
assets to provide an adequate return. We urge the agencies to review the 
appropriatenessofthe leverage ratio as presently defined and consider 
modifications to its composition and required level. We suggest a review take 
place within an ap~ropriatetime frame. for example, prior to the end of the Basel 
I1 transition period. 

- -

7 The M ? R  uses the term "bank" to tonclude banks, savtngs associations, and bank holding companies 
(BHCs}. We also adopt thts usage for simplicrty. 



m 	 Lack of Alternative Apvroaches The agenciespermit only one choice among the 
Basel 11approaches. Approximatelyten of the largest or most internationally 
active banks are restricted to the advanced internal ratings-based approach. Other 
banks rcmain on the current ormodified Basel I capital framework with the 
possibility that a small number of them can 'bpt in" to the advanced approach. 
We request that the agencies provide all banks irrespective of size with the full 
range of Basel II approaches. hstitutf ons will then be able to choose an approach 
that best balances risk sensitivity, implementation costs and competitiveissues. 

Capita! Calculations for Credit Risk 

Definition of Default We oppose the change to the definitionof default under 
which all obligations to a wholesale borrower must be considered in default if the 
saleor transfer of any exposure to the bomwer resulted in a credit-relatedloss of 
5% or more of initid carrying value. We request that the agencies return to the 
language of the Accord, which requires recognition of default in the event of a 
material credit-related loss based on a bank's own judgment. Imposition of a 
fixed percentage to determine materiality will create a greater risk of 
misclassification, substitute for a more fully fact-based determination of the 
obligor's likelihood to pay and impose additional regulatoryburdens on those 
international firms operating in multiplejurisdictions because they will be 
required to maintain two definitionsmd two sets of capital calculations. 

* 	 Downturn Loss Given Default (LGD)We oppose the proposed supervisory 
mapping function for downturn LGD because it will systemicallyoverestimate the 
impact of economic downturns on exposures with low to moderate LGDs. To the 
extent that banks can demonstrate sufficient conservatism in their estimation 
processes such that their estimate incorporates downturn conditions, the need to 
apply a markup via a supervisoryformula to obtain a downturn LGD is obviated. 
While we recognize the agenciescreated this function as a fallback, we are 
concerned that it may hinder the approval ofinternal LGD estimates by becoming 
a de facto requirement in the absence of copious observation points to support a 
bank's LGD assumptions cven if those assumptions are arrived at with a clear 
rationale and conservative factors. We also oppose the imposition of supervisory 
LGDs in place o f  internal estimates foran entire exposure category where a bank 
can produce credible and reliable internal estimates for most but not all of the 
exposures.8Maintaining multiple LGDs {expected, down- and supervisory) is 
further problematic because this creates a gap to internal practice. The h a 1rule 
can reflect the objective that LGD estimates arereasonable and appropriately 
conservative for a range of economic conditions without these additional 
requirements. 

8 The NPR defmes five broad credit exposure subcategories:residential mortgage,retail revolving, other 
retail, high volatility commercial real estate (HVCRE) and whnlesaIe ex HVCRE. 



Use ofInternal Assessment Awuroach The Basel II securitizationhierarchy and 
the qualification criteria that support the Internal Assessment Approach (1A.A19 
have restricted the use of this treatment to a set o f  transactions that meet the 
criteria described in Section 42ofthe M R .  Under this rule, the only transactions 
eligible for IAA treatment would be asset-backed commercial paper conduits 
supported by traditional credit assets'' with publicly available rating criteria from 
the rating agencies. Ineligible transactionswould automatically fall to the 
Supervisory Formula and may result in acapital deduction. We recommend that 
if such transactions meet all other 1A.A criteria theneligibility for IAA should be 
expanded to include them. 

r Ragnition of Credit Hedges While the proposed rule is largely consistent with 
the Accord in the treatment of crcdit hedging, we cncouragcthc agcncics to 
reconsiderthe proposed treatment together with the Base1 Committee. Improved 
capital treatment of double default, maturity mismatch and restructuringhaircuts 
wilI provide more appropriate incentives for risk mitigation through the use of 
credit hedges. 

Hedge Fund Treatment The treatment of hedge fund investmentsand investment 
funds with material liabilities is not clearly specified in the proposed rule. We 
request that these be subject to the equity rules,except for exposures in the 
trading account which should remain subject to market risk rules. We oppose an 
alternative interpretation of such investments as  securitization exposures requiring 
a capital deduction, which in our view creates an overly broad definitionthat 
could be similarly extended to other exposure categories. 

r Capital for Small to Medium Size Entmrises The NPR modifies the capital 
formula for lending to small to medium size enterprises, resulting in a higher 
capital charge relative to the Accord. We request use ofthe Accord formula 
which recognizes the lower risk of this activity. 

Capital Calculations for Operational Risk 

Capital for Fixed Assets The regulatoryproposal to compute capital for fixed 
assets is flawed. The proposal creates a capital charge for ''risk-weighted asset 
amounts for assets that are not included in an exposure category" and further 
suggests that additional capital may be required as the carrying value of such 
assets on the balance sheet can 'be substantially less than market or replacement 
value. We strongly believe that such a capital charge is unnecessary and 
inappropriate. The Basel 11 definition of operational risk capital includes a 
category for Damage to Physical Assets. Accordingly, continuation ofthe Basel I 

The IAA was developed specifically to be used to calculate the RWA associated wth liquidity facilities 
and credir enhancement that support Asset Racked Commercial Paper (ABCP) Conduit Programs. The 
internal obligor grade is mapped ta an external rating which is used to determrne the risk weight based on a 
table supplied by the regulators. 
loThis would exclude support from non-traditional sources, such as TV and film royalties. 



Fixed Assets charge is duplicative. Moreover, suggesting that addj tional capital 
may be required as the market value of these assets may exceed the book value is 
asymmetrical because no credit is given for the implied capital gains. Such logic 
begs the question, if assets were over-valued on the balance sheet would that free 
up regulatory capital? 

Disclosure We are strongIyopposed to the public discIosures as outlined in the 
present proposal. The detailed information related to the component breakdown 
of operationalrisk capital will be confusing at best and most probably misleading 
in the public domain. This isparticularly true given that there are no c o m n  
definitions, methodoIogjlesor overall standards for the calculation of these data 
items and such data will not be comparable across individual banks. Putting such 
information into the public domain for a small number ofbanks serves no 
beneficial purpose at this time. 

Reporting Requirements We are also strongly opposed to the proposed reporting 
requirements identified as confidential. Requesting such information quarterly is 
contrary to the principles outlined in the Accord and the consultativedocuments 
supportingthe NPR. The effort is nearly tantamount to making the Quantitative 
Impact Studies for operational risk a quarterly exercise. Moreover, this detailed 
profile of loss information rqresents only a portion of the data used to compute 
operational risk capital. A program ofperiodic and specialized data requests (e.g. 
QIS initiatives) along with the annual reviews and examinations cunently 
underway is a much preferred and entirely more efficaciousapproach to 
supervisoryreview ofIoss data and capital calibration. 

In the remainder of our letter we provide more detail on these concerns and also comment 
on a number of other issues, incIuding other inconsistencies with the Accord. As 
indicated above, several NPR rules require substantial modification or eliminationif the 
new capital framework is to produce an eEective risk-sensitive capital regime. It is our 
intent to provide constructive proposals for changethat would maintain the safety and 
soundness of the banking system and would not result in undue delays in the rulemaking 
process. 

11. Support for a Risk Sensitive Capital Framework 

We continue to strongly support the Basel TI approach to capital adequacy. The multi-
pillar approach, which addresses minimum capital requirements (Pillar I), supervisory 
review of capital adequacy (Pillar 2) and market discipline (Pillar 3), constitutes a solid 
framework whereby the agencies will be better equipped to address safety and soundness 
issues in today's complex financial markets. 

Under Pillar I ,  the new risk-based capital framework is designed to establish minimum 
capital requirements with far more granularity and risk sensitivity than the current capital 
regime, reducing potential for inefficient use of capital and regulatory arbitrage. By 
permitting banks to use their own iilternal risk inputs under the Advanced Internal 



Ratings Based (A-lN3) Approach for credit risk and Advanced Measurement Approach 
( M A )  for operational risk, the resulting regulatory.risk measurement system is an 
important step toward aligning more closely with modern risk management and 
measurement practices. 

This new approach addresses the majar shortcomingsof the current capital regime. 
Under the existingBasel I approach, risk weights generallydo not vary with risk, 
empirical risk measurement data are not employed and consequentlyneither the actual 
degree of risk nor the impact ofrisk rnanagemcnt practices are adequately reflected in the 
calculation ofcurrent capital requirements. 

While th isW R  represents a significant step toward a more risk sensitive framork,  
some aspects of the proposals are not hl ly  consistent with or run counter to this 
objective. We discuss our key concerns in the fallowing sections. 

111. Constraints on the Overall Level of Capital 

We fully appreciatethe importance of setting appropriate minimum capital requirements 
for banking organizationsgiven their important role in the financial system and the 
economy. Well-designed minimum capital requirementsare a vital component of the 
capital adequacy framework and, together with the supervisoryreview and market 
discipline,promote safety and soundness, help protect insurance f h d s  a~dprovide a 
basis for timely supervisory intervention when necessary. 

However, in our view, minimum capital requirementsunder Pillar 1 should not become 
binding constraints for well-sun banking organizations operatingunder normal business 
conditions. Under these normal circumstances, actual capital would exceed minimum 
capital requirements. Numerous other considerations enter into capital decisions, such as 
debt rating, capital allocation, business strategy and future outlook, resulting in a buffer 
between actual and minimum capital levels. If minimum capita1 requirementswere 
unduly constrained, the loss of mmagcn'd flexibility would result in sub-optima1 capital 
decisions. 

The following overall constraints on minimum capital requirements in the NPR are the 
most significant among our concerns: 

A. Recalibration if Aggregate Capital Declines 10% 
B. TransiEional Floor Periods 
C. Leverage Ratio 
D. Lack of Availability sfAlternative Basel I1 Approaches 

Each of these constraints contributes to the creation or retention of non-risk sensitive 
floors. When binding, these constraints override all detaiIed risk-sensitive capital 
calculations, thus disconnecting the computed Pillar 1 capital for the component pads 
from aggregate capital requirements. 



These additional constraints and transition period modifications are not found in the 
Accord or its implementation in other jurisdictions, but only in the U.S. NPR. 
Consequently, they will create competitive inequities for organizationssubject to the 
NPR. 

A. Recalibration if Aggregate Capita1 Declines 10% 

As stated in the NPR, 'the agencies will view a I 0  percent or greater decline in 
aggregate minimum required risk-based capital (withoua reference to the effec~s of the 
transitionalfloors.. .), compared to minimum required risk-based capital as determined 
under the existing rules, as a material reduction warranting modz~cationsto the 
supewisoty riskfunctions or other aspects of thisframework. 
me agenc i a  are, in s!~orf,identlfiing a numerical heprckmarkfov evahating and 
responding to capital outcomes during theparallel run and transitional floor periods that 
do not comport with the overall capital objectives outlined in the ANPR. At the end of the 
tmnsa'tionalfloor periolis, the ~gencieswould reevaluate the consistenq of the 
fi-nmework, 0s (possibly)revised during the transitional floor periods, with the capital 
goals ourlined in the ANPR and with the mainlenance of broad competitivepariq 
between banks adopting theframework and other hanks, and would be prepared to make 
further donges ro theframework if warranted."" 

We are concerned that the agencies have identified a single numerical benchmark based 
on comparison to the Basel I capital standard as an overriding factor in determining 
whether major revisions to the NPR version of the framework are needed. Given that 
Basel I is no longer an appropriate yardstick for measuring capitaZ requirements relative 
to risk,we oppose reliance on this metric in determining the need for changes to the 
Basel 11 framework. 

The following example illustrates the difficulty in reliance on aggregate measures across 
institutions. Consider a system with two banks, an undercapitalized, very high risk bank 
and an overcapitalized, very low risk bank. The aggregate percentage amount of Basel I 
capital in the system (e.g.90%) conveys no information about capital adequacy at the 
institutional level, which is critical to safety and soundness concerns. Even a highm 
aggregate capital requirement, say 1 I O%, could Ieave both banks with inappropriate 
capital levels and even move them in the wrong direction in the absence of better 
informationon risk and risk management to inform, supemision. This illustrates that the 
benefits and directionof the new framework are at risk if the agenciesplace undue 
emphasis on aggregatecapital rather than outcomes at individual banking organizations 
in evaluating the performance of the Base1 TI framework. 

The 10%rulemay be impractical or even impossible to implement. Whether the 10% 
threshold is exceeded can depend on the timing decisionsof a few mandatory or opt-in 
institutions (particularly institutions with predominantly low credit risk assets on their 
balance sheets). Measurement of the percent decline in capital could be computed in 
each time period only for those banks that had already implemented Basel IT. 'At any 

t 1 Federol Regisfcr,Vol. 71, No. 1: 85, September 25, 2006:p. 55839. 



given time, the set ofqualified Basel I1 banks will vary, and the results of the aggregate 
capital calculationwill not be comparable. Given .the possibilityof extended transition 
periods beyond three years (see later comments in Section B), there are a variety of 
scenarios where a 10%decline is inappropriately triggered based only on the sequencing 
and timing of each institution's start date. One example would be if one or two smaller 
institutions qualified in 2009 with an aggregate decline over lo%, followed by several 
larger institutions in 2010 with an aggregate decline less than 10%. Timing and opt-in 
decisions should not be driven by this aggregate capital consideration, nor should banks 
be impacted by timing and opt-in events external to them. 

Since risk-based capital under Basel I1 rules varies with the credit environment, the 10% 
threshold could also be triggered by a general improvement in credit quality. In this 
instance, by tying a formal recalibrationrequirement to aggregate Basel I capital levels, 
the U.S. framework is being designed to be risk-sensitive. 

As an alternative,we urge the U.S. agencies to continue to work with the Basel 
Committee to review the effectiveness of the Accord and make appropriate adjustments 
in consulltationwith the industry. A recalibration trigger applied unilaterally by one 
jurisdiction is not a desirable addition to this existing process which promotes 
international harmonization. 

Tn our view, this requirement is also unnecessary given that there is almady a process in 
place through the Base] Committee to review the scaling factor used for capita1 
calibration. This process serves to maintain adequate system-widecapital levels across 
jurisdictions. Prior to the publicationof this NPR, the Basel Committee reaffirmeda 
scaling factor of 1-06based on the results of the most recent international quantitative 
impact study, QISS. The results of QIS5 indicated that minimum requirsd capital for 
large internationally active banks adopting the advanced approach would have decreased 
by 7.1%relative to the current Accord. The Committeenoted in its executive s u m7that "'noadjustment of the scalingfactor of 1.06 . .. would be warranted at this time."' 

Gven that the agencieshave other tools at their disposal to ensure adequate capital at the-
institutional level (i-e. under reservation ofauthority clauses and the Pillar 2 process, as 
well as the Basel Committee calibration mechanism), we see no justification for this 
additional U.S. requirement md request that it be removed. We note that this 
requirement appeared in the preamble but not in the actual text of the rule, but 
neverthelesswe request that the agencies do not rely on a numerical benchmark for 
aggregate capita! as a trigger mechanism for changes to the U.S.implementation of the 
Accord. 

B. Transitional Floor Periods 

When compared to the Accord timetable, banking organizations subject to the NPR rules 
begin the parallel run oneycar later that those subject to the Accord. Following 
completion of the one ycar parallel qualification period, the NPR requires a minimum of 

l2 "Results of the fifth quantitatic-rimpact study (QISS)." Ba-sel Committee, June 16,2006. 



three separate transition periods with a minimum duration of one year each and possibly 
longer, instead of two periods of one year each per the Accord. Unlike the Accord, the 
MI2requires separate written supervisory approvals to begin and end each of the three 
transition periods. As a result, the NPR version of the transition period ends two ycars or 
possibly more after the comparable end-date set in the Accord. 

Beyond differences in duration, the NPR sets higher floors on capital requirements 
throughout the transition period. The floorpercentages (95%, 90%and 85% in each of 
the three periods, raqpectively, are substantially higher than the Accord (90% and 80% in 
each of the two periods, respectively]. 

In addition, the NPR applies a different floor calculationmethodology. Under the NPR, 
the floor calculation" is based on Basel I risk weighted assets (RWA), whereas RWA per 
the Accord floorI4is the s u m  of Basel I RWA less 12.5 times Bascl F amounts of general 
provisions included in Tier 2 capital. Because the NPR method lacks this adjustment, it 
creates a significantlyhigher RWA floor. 

The W R  method effectively places a RWA floor that includes both expected loss (EL) 
and unexpected Ioss (UL) against a UGonly Basel I1 RWA. This is conceptually 
inconsistent with the UZ-only approach agreed to by the Basel Committee. 

The combination ofa higher percentage times a higher calculated amount overa delayed 
and more prolonged period compounds the punitive impact of these departures from the 
Accord. We strongly oppose these rule differences which will create competitive 
inequities for banking organizations subject to NPR rules throughout the protracted U.S. 
version of the transition period. 

We request that the U.S. transition period requirementscodom to the Accord, with two 
one-year transition periods with 90% and 80% floorpercentages,respectively. We also 
request that the agencies drop the separate supervisory approval requirement to move to 
the next transition period, in oder to avoid increasing the delay in U.S. implementation at 
the back end of the transition period. Finally, we oppose the use ofa different method to 
calculating the floor capital requirements, which should instead be identical to the 
method given in the Accord. 

C. Leverage Ratio 

In the NPR the OTS notes "that some instirutions with low c~edit~iskpori$oliosface an 
existing competitive disadvantage becuuse f h qare bounri by a non-risk bused capital 
requirement-the Iewrage rario. TEus, the agcncies reg~tlatea class of imti~.itwtzomthat 
curr-enfly receivej>wercapital benefirsfrom risk-bnsed capital rules because they are 
bound by the risk-ijuensitiveIwerage ratio. , ,I  5 

"Per Section 21(e) of rhe hTR,Federlrl Regrvter, Vol. 71 No. 185: p. 55922. 
I' Par. 45-44 of the Ac~ord. 

Furlerol Rcgi~ter,Val. 71, No. 185,September 25,2006: p. 559 1 0  
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We agree that the leverage ratio is not a risk sensitivemeasure and creates competitive 
inequities. As noted, this ratio is most likely to be binding for institutions with a 
substantial proportion of low credit risk assets on balance sheet. Not only does this create 
an inappropriate incentive for institutions to shift toward higher riskor off-balancesheet 
assets, but from a wider economic perspective, this discourages institutions from offering 
beneficial financial selvices that result in the accumulation of low credit risk assets on 
their balance sheets. 

TheNPR states "Q&4 results also suggested that Tier I risk-hasd capital 
requirements under a Basel 1.-basedframework would be lowerfor many b a ~ks than 
they are under the general risk-based capital rules, in part reflecting the move to a UL-
only risk-bused capital requirement. ""The agencies noted that as a result "the existing 
Tier 1 leverageratio requirement could be a more important constraint than it is 
currently." 

A significant driver of lower Tier 1 requirements observsd in QIS4 is the 2003 decision 
by the Base1 Committee, supported by the agencies, to separate the unexpected loss (UL) 
and expected loss (EL) ccmponents under the new h e w o r k .  As stated at that time: 
'"i%e Committeenow believes that a sepration ofthe treatment of unexpected and 
expected losses within the IRR approach would lead to a superior and more consistent 
fromework. Under this modfled approach, the measureme~ltof risk-weightedw e t s  (that 
is,the IRB capital requirement) would 'dbused solely on the unexpected lossportion of 
the 1- calculations. Accordingly, certain ofsets within the IN3framework, in 
particular firme mar@ income, would no longer be necessary. "I7 

Long term retention of the leverage ratio in its current form is inconsistent with the new 
UL-only framework. Othermechanismshave been incorporated into the Accord to 
compensate for the reduction in Tier I requirementsdue to ELUL separation. These 
include the elrmination ofALLL &om Tier2 capital except for a limited excess over 
expected credit losses and the non-recognition of future margin income. Given these 
changes, the incremental impact of the leverage ratio becomes unduly punitive. 

The U.S. is virtually alone amongjurisdictions in imposing a leverage ratio. Moreover, 
U.S. investment banks are not subject to such a requirement. Firms that are not subject to 
a leverage ratio can better allocate capital and balance their portfolio mix based on risk 
management and return on capital considerations. We believe that, in the long run, 
permanent retention of the leverage ratio in its present form will be harmful to the 
competitiveness of banking organizations subject to U.S. capital regulations. We urge the 
agencies to review the appropriatenessof the leverage ratio as presently defined and 
consider modifications to its composition and required Ievel. We suggest a review take 
place within an appropriatetime frame, for example, prior to the end of the Basel 11 
transition period. 

'' "Basel 11: Significant Progress on Major Issues."Basel Committe~,Octoher I 1 2003 press release. 
17 "Basel 11: Significant Progress 011 Major Issues." Base? Committee, Octoher 1 I .  2003 press release. 



D. Lack of Availability of Alternative Basel XI Approaches 

We believe there is a need for a11 U.S. banking organizations to be able to choose from 
the entire set of alternatives available under the Accord. Under the Accord, banking 
organizations of any size may adopt alternativemethodologies, including the 
Standardized approach. Outside the U.S.,these jurisdictions adopting the Accord 
generallypermit all approaches. 

Providing banks with the full range of approaches to risk-based capital has these 
important benefits: 

AT1banks are on a level playing field, thus eliminating competitive inequities both 
domestically and inbemationalIy; 
AEI approaches were desiped by the Basel Conunittee to ensure appropriate 
minimum regulatory capital requirements;and 
Banks, irrespective of size, can make their own costrbenefit assessmentsof the 
risk sensitivity of each option. 

In t he  WR, the agencies state that it is "'crucialtopromote continual advancement of the 
risk measurement and managementpractices of large and irttemutionollyactive banh"" 
and, as a result, chose to implement only the advanced approaches. We emphasize that 
we stlpport these objectives, as expressed by Basel Committee at the outset of the Basel II 
process and again by the U.S.agencies in this NPR. Support for the availability of 
alternative approaches should not be misinterpreted as a departure from our desire to 
retain the advanced approaches, consistent with the industry"~continual efforts to achieve 
the higheslt standards of risk management practice. 

Offering a choice among approaches to all banks will provide additional benefits of 
improved risk sensitivityto the system as well as to the individual banks. For some 
institutions, use of Standardizedor other less advanced approaches may be an end state 
rather than a transition to the most advanced approaches. Were the U.S. agencies tooffer 
the fuIl menu of options and not address our concerns on the advancedapproaches, 
however, we believe the result would be sub-optimal. 

The Accord provides both advanced and simpler approaches to permit banks to determine 
their PiIIar I capita[ requirement approach with due consideration of costs and benefits of 
each option. The approaches were designed md calibratsd so that capital levels varied 
inversely with Ievel of sophistication applied. The Standardized approach in particular 
offers a meaningful improvement in risk sensitivity over the existing Rase1 I approach 
due to the inclusion of operational risk requirements combined with improved credit risk 
weights. Banks will opt for the Standardized approach if it makes more sense for them to 
do so based on risk sensitivity, implementation cost and competitive considerations. 
Since alternative approacheswere designed by the Basel Committee to be durable, there 
are no provisions in the Accord setting a time frame to discontinuetheir use. The Basel 

- - . -. . 
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Committee's rationale for alternative approaches was not intended to mandate a transition 
to a more advanced approach. 

We believe that the agencies can adopt the Standardizedand other approacheswithout 
departing significantIyfrom the text of the Accord, which has been developed over 
several years with international input h m  supervisors and industry. lInconsistencies 
between the U.S. rule and the Accord for the Standardized approach would raiseconcerns 
simiIar to those raised for the advanced approach. 

One of the purposes ofQISS was to evaluate the incentive for banks to choose between 
approaches. According to the Base1Committee, "Inorder to analyse the incentivesf ~ r  
bank ro m o w  to fhe more advonced approaches, the capital requirementsfar banh 
pr~vidingdata on at Least tuto dzferent approacheswere compared. i%is analysis shows 
that cupiral requirementsprovide an incentivefor banks on average fo move to the more 
advanced approaches."I9 

We are confident that banking organizations, when permitted to evaluate the trade-offs 
between approaches,will make sound individual decisions, subject to supervisory 
oversight,contributingto improved safety and soundness and greatm capital efficiency 
for the system as a whole. Inmaking its decision, each institution can take account of its 
unique situation in considering its business activities, risk management sophistication, 
implementation requirements and the impact ofany U.S.rule divergence from the 
Accord. 

We note that the OCC, in its Regulatory Impact Analysis, provided a summary of the 
costs and benefits ofpermitting a11Basel I1 credit approaches (AItemativeA) and all 
operational risk approaches (AlternativeB). According to the OCC, " f i e  most 
signiJicantdrawback to Alternative A is the increased cost of applying a new set if 
capital mles to all US.banking TheOCC reached an identical 
conclusion for all alternativeoperational risk approaches. We disagreewith this 
assessment. In parncular, permitting n o n - c o ~banks a choice among existing capital 
rules and the Basel I1 approaches will result in appropriate decisions incorporating 
costlbenefit trade-offs. 

We recommend that dl U.S. banks, including large internationallyactive banks, be given 
the option to adopt any of the Accord approaches, including the Standardizedapproach, 
consistent with the Accord and without provisions that such approachesbe transitional. 
This option, in our view, is an effectivemeans to improve the risk sensitivity of capital 
requirements for all banks regardlessof their size. 

l9 "Results of the Fifth Quantitative Impact Study (QIS5)." Basel rommirrm, June 16,2006. 

Federal Register, Val. 7 1, No. 185. September 25, 2006: p. 55909. See abo "'RegulatoryImpact 
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IV.Capital Requirements for Credit Risk 

We now turn to specific requirements for calculating capital for credit risk that depart 
from the Accord and can potentially distort relative risk based capital requirements, as 
opposed to issues related to the overall approach and constraints on total capital 
addressed in the previous section. 

As the agencies state in the NPR, "In combination with other swpewisoty assumptions 
and parameters underlying this proposal, the IRB framework's 99.9percent nominal 
confidence level reflects ajudgmental pooling of available information, including 
supervisory experience. Theframework underlying thisproposa2 reflects a desire on the 
part of the agencies to achieve rehiive risk based capifalrequirements across dflerent 
msets that are broadly consistent with maintaining at least an investmerzt grade rating 
CTor example, afleast BB3) on the liabilitiesfunding those assets, men in periods of 
economic adversity. "'I 

We agree with this statement and believe that the Accord, as well as many aspects ofthe 
NPR,represents an important step toward achieving relative capital consistency based on 
risk. However, we note several key differences in credit risk parameters, definitions and 
formulas between the NPR and the Accord that conflict, in our view, with this goal. 
These include: 

A. Definition of Default 
B. Downturn LGD 
C. Wholesale Securitization Issues 
D.Limited Recognition of Credit Hedges 
E. Hedge Fund and Equity Exposure Treatment 
F. Other Capital Formula Changes 

These changes typically donot result in proportiona1 change in capital acrossall 
exposures and thus distort the relative consistency of risk based capital requirements. 
Furthermore, due to these departures, NPR-based capital requirements for the same 
exposure will differ b r n  those in other jurisdictions, creating unnecessary requirements 
for multiple systems. 

A. Definition of Default 

As stated in the NPR, 'U~ndertheproposed mle 's d@nifion of dgfoult, a bank 's 
wholesale obligor would be in default %for any credit exposure of the bank to the 
ohligor, the honk has 

(9placed the exposure on nonaccmal status co~rsisde~lwith the CalfReport 
Irrsfmctionsor the Thr$ Financial Report and the Thrifr Frnancicil Report 
Instruction Monucrl; 
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(ii) taken afull or partial charge-of or write-down on the exposure due to the 
dlstressedJinanciacondition of the obligor; or 

(dii) incurred a credit-related loss of 5 percent or more of the exposure 2 initial 
carrying value in connection with the sale of the exposure or lhe rransfer of the 
exposure to the heldfor-sale,uvvailable-for-sale,trading account, or other 
reporting clalegory. , ~ 2 2  

In contrast, the Accord defines an obligor in default 'kthen either or both of the two 
following events have takenplace. 

The Bank considers that the obligor is unlikely topay its credit obligationsto the 
banking group infill, without recourse by #hebank to actions such as realising 
secsrri6y {ghelb$). 
The obligor ispast due more than 90days on any material credit obligation to the 
banking group. Overdrafts will he considered as being past due once the 
customer has breached an advised limit or heen advised of a limit smaller than 
currmb outstondings. r.23 

Under the Accord, indications of'"unlike1y to pay" include the criteria listed in the NPR 
defmition: nonaccrual, charge-off or provision and sale at a material credit-related 
economic loss. The Accord, unlike the NPR, does not specify a numeric thresh01d for 
material crcdit Ioss. Thc NPR definition, howcvcr, mquircs that upon recognitionof a 
5% or more loss on sale or transfer of any one exposure to an obligor, aJ of that obligor's 
exposures must be considered in default. The Accord mds that the bank makes the 
determinationwhether Ithe obligor is unlikely to pay, whereas the NPR is prescriptive in 
mandating such a determinationbased on the 5% threshold. 

The 5% credit loss threshold isnot appropriate in our view for the followingreasons: 

+ We do not consider a 5% reduction in value to be a default. There are a number 
of possible reasons why a bmk may wish to sell at a 5% credit-related loss 
without necessarily concluding that the obligor is unIikely to pay. 

r Adherence to a numeric threshold will lead to the creation of multiple data sets. 
Two data sets would he required for international banks in certain home-host 
situations calculating one PD for U.S. regulatory purposes and a second PD for 
anotherjurisdiction, with corresponding differences in resuIting capital 
calculations. Even firms without such home-host considerations may find 
calculatingPD and capital using the 5% threshold to be unrealistic for interria1 
risk management purposes, again leading to multiple data sets. 

The ruIe may result in an additional number of deemed defaults with only a minor 
impact on current regulatorycapital. If more exposures are placed in default due 

''Federal Register, Vol. 3 1. No.185,September 25,2006: p. 55846
'.'"InternationalConvergence of Capital Measurement and Capital Standards" Bmel Committee. June 
2006: Par. 452. 



to this threshold and subsequentlydo not result in charge-offs, then historical PDs 
will be higher and longer term historical LGD will be lower. As data is 
accumulated or revised using this definition, the result may overall actually 
reduce computed capital with a significantly increased implementation and 
ongoing process burden and little benefit. 

The 5% threshoId is prescriptive whereas the Accord is principles-based and 
provides flexibility in determiningwhen a loss on sale or transfer is material. 

The 5% threshold creates an unnecessary md undesirable disincentiveto sell or 
transfer such assets. 

For these reasons, we oppose specificationof 5% or any other fixed number defining a 
material credit-related loss and triggering default and request that the agencies instead 
adopt the definitionin the Accord. Specifically, a material credit-related loss on sale or 
transfer should be consideredan indication the obligor is unlikely to pay, providing 
needed flexibility on this matter, consistent with existing regulation and supervisory 
requirements. 

B. Downturn LGD 

Below, we discuss some key concerns related to: 
1. SupervisoryMapping Formula for LGD 
2. Downturn LGD 
3. Multiple LGDs in Capital Formulas 

1. SuperJisoryMapping FonnuIa for LGD 

The agencies propose use of a supervisory mapping formula as an alternative to internal 
estimates for downturn LGD.As stated in the NPR, "Undertheproposed mke, a bank 
that does not qualfyfor use of its own estimntes of LGDfor a subcategory""of exposures 
must irostead compute LGD by applying a supervisoly mappingfunction to its interrrd 
estimates ofELGDfur such exposures. The bank would adjust itsELGDs upward to 
LGDs using the linear supewismy mappingfunction: L GD = 0.08+ 0.92x EL GD.'725 

The choice between the supervisorymapping LGD and the bank's internal estimate of 
LGD is severely limited by the requirementthat either all exposures within the very 
broadly defined subcategories qualify for use of internal T,GD or none qualify. The use 
of the proposed supervjsory mapping in conjunctionwith this "all-or-none" standard 
creates twodifficulties. First, ifjust a few exposures in a broad subcategorydo not meet 
the requirementsfor use of internal LGD estimates then the entire category must use the 

'4 The five subcategoriesclefined in the NPR consist of twobroad wholesale categories (high volatility real 
estate and a11 other wholesale) and three broadretaiI categories (residential real estate, qualifying revolving 
credit, and all other retail), 
'j Federal Re@.~lcjr,Yol. 71, No. 185, Septembtr 25,2006:p. 55848. 



supervisory mapping LGD. Second, for low to mid-range LGD values, the supervisory 
mapping LGD results in an arbitrarily large percent increase in capital. 

For wholesale exposures with default-weighted average LCD (ELGD) of40%, for 
example, assuming that the vast majority of exposures met the requirements to use 
internal estimates, this "all-or-none" rule would require LGD (and capital) to be set 12% 
higher than default-weightedaverage LGD (and capital) as a result of supervisory 
mapping, even if sound internal estimates for the majority of exposures do not justify this 
increase. 

The supervisorymapping function aIso produces progressively larger percentage 
increases in LGD as ELGD decreases, which translates directly into larger percentage 
increases in capital as ELGD declines. For an ELGD of 25%, supervisory LGD would be 
31%, or 24% higher than ELGD. For an exposure with a 2%ELGD, supervisory LGD 
would be 500% higher. The formula also imposes an effective floor of 8% on LGD, 
which would not be appropriate for certain types of exposures with negligible losses even 
in downturn environments. We are unaware of any empirical analysis that supports the 
proposed supervisory mapping formula. Wc oppose the use of a supervisorymapping 
function that arbitrarilyimposes higher percentage increases in required LGD and capital 
as default-weightedaverage LGD values decline. 

We are also concerned that the supenimry mapping formula would create a "de fwto'" 
standard that supervisors might incorporate as a leading consideration in the approval 
process for use of "own estimate"LGD. We recognize that the proposal for a 
supervisorymapping formula in combination with an *'all-ornothing" approach to 
approval of internal estimates for broad subcategoriesof exposures is consistent with she 
guidance of the Basel Committee as a fallback sol~tion.'~We request that this fallback 
solution not be triggered automatically, without first attempting to take into account 
conservatism imbedded in a bank's intmal estimates. 

The implications for the internal estimation of downturn LGD is discussed in the next 
section. 

In situationswhere LGD cannot produce credible and reliabIe internal estimates for 
exposure in conformance with the supervisory standards for use of internal estimates of 
LGD, the agencies are proposing either to apply the supervisory formula to all exposures 
in the same category or, alternatively, disqualifying the bank entirely from adopting the 
advanced approach. 

With respect to standards for internal estimates of downturn LGD: "theCommittee has 
determined that a principles-based approach to elltborating on  the requirements of 
paragraph 468 is most uppropriateat this time. Tfris approach is intended to ensure that 

Zb 
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banks have systems in place for identifiing downturn conditions andfor incorporating 
these conditions into L GD estimates where appropriate. Theprinciples articulated in 
this document are designed to befle-ribleemugh r o allowfor a range of sound praclices 
and to encourage confinu~dwork in this arm, while n h  clurtfiing he Committee 's 
expectations. Theseprinci les are not intended to nrnend the Revised Framework or to 
introduce any new rules *'.$ We agree with this principles-based approach outlined by 
the Basel Committee. 

In evaluating the strength of internal estimates of LGD, we request that the agencies first 
consider the extent to which internal conservatism has already incorporated and perhaps 
even overstat4 downturn LGD. These considerations include choice of discount rates, 
analysis of  collateral present at the time of default versus at origination and analysis of 
exposure reductian prior to default. The latter considerations tend t~ overstate the LGD 
percentages when applied to the non-defaulted segmentsof the portfolio. We oppose 
mandatory use ofa supervisory formula, which should not substitute for the use of 
conservative internal estimates of downturn LGDs. We also request that the agencies 
consider the materiality of relativelysmall subsets of exposureswhere reliable estimation 
is not feasible. 

3. Multiple LGDs in Capital Formulas 

The NPR capital formulas differ from the Accord formulas due to the introduction of 
multiple LGD parameters. The Accord capital formulas use only oneLGD parameter 
that reflects economic downturn conditionsand is not less than the long run default-
weighted average loss rate.29The NPR capital formulas, however, employ both a 
downturn LGD and an additional parameter ELGD, defined as the bank's empirically-
based estimate of the default-weighted average economic loss per dollar of EAD in the 
event of default within a one-yearhorizon. ELGD replaces LGD in the PD times LGD 
portion of the formulas. 

As a result of this change, U.S. capita1calcnlations will dif fa  from those in other 
jurisdictions for the same exposwe. The W R capital requirement for unexpected toss 
will be higher and expected credit loss (ECL) will be lower than correspondingamounts 
computed using the Accord formula. These effats are partially offsetting, although the 
NPR requirements may be higher when the impact of maturity adjustment is taken into 
account. In combination with use of a diffamt definition of default and possible 
mandatory supervisorymapping formula for LGD, the resulting capital i s  no longer 
comparable to the international calculation. Regardless of the magnitude o f  the 
combined net impact, which we believe will result in higher capital under the NPR rules, 
there is littlejustification for the introduction of ELGD in the formula without prior 
consuItation with the Basel Committee given this tack of international comparability. 

L8 "'Guidanceon Paragraph 468 of  the Framework Document", Bnsel Commitlee, July 2005. 
29 "International Convergence ofCapital Measurement and Capital Standards" Busel Cornmifret.June 
2006: Par. 468. 



We recommend that the ELGD parameter be dropped from the capital formulas so they 
conform to the Accord. Any future need for change should be addressed by the Basel 
Committee to avoid the use of different formulas in differentjurisdictions. 

C.Wholesale SecuritizationTreatment 

We have two major concerns about the proposed rules for securitization exposures: the 
scope of applicationof securitization treatment and the application ofthe hierarchy of 
securitization approaches for several specificclasses of exposures. 

I .  Scope ofApplication 

We remain concerned that the scope ofthe securitization treatment may be overly broad 
and may encompass exposure categories that were never contemplated to be incorporated 
as securitizations, such as hedge funds. While we appreciate the intent to define 
securitization transactionsbased on economic substancerather than legal form, we 
believe that this treabnent categoryhas been broadened to include transactionsthat are 
more appropriately treated under rules for other exposure categories. 

2. Application of the Hierarchy to Certain CIasses of Exposures 

Treatment of SJVs under the T~LA 
StructuredInvestment Vehicle (STV)transactions tranche a pool ofhighly rated 
underlying assets into twopari-passu tranches (i) A-1P-1 commercial paper (CP)and (ii) 
AAAlAaa rated medium term notes (MTrJ). Protection is provided to the CP and MTNs 
by the first loss tranche or capital notes. We provide liquidity facilities that support the 
issuance ofthe A-1IP-1 rated CP. Basing the RWA for the liquidity facility on the risk of 
the capital notes is not a true measure of the risk of that facility. 

The best measure of risk of the liquidity facilities in SIV transactions is the internal risk 
rating that is applied to these facilities. This rating is developed usingmany of the same 
criteria that are employed for ratings of liquidity facilities that support asset backed 
comrnercid paper (ABCP) Conduits. The structure of an SIV is similar in many aspects 
to an ABCP Conduit and general1y these transactions meet the NPR qualification Mi teria 
that an ABCP Conduit must meet to qualify for the MA. Therefore, we suggest that 
SW s and other transactionswhich meet the qualification criteria similar to PLBCP 
Conduitsbe permitted to use the M. 

Risk Weight of Senior SecuritizationExwosuxq 
We believe that a senior securitization exposure (super senior) which is senior to the 
AAA tranche in a transaction is  Iess risky than the M A  tranche and therefore should 
require a lower risk weight. Many securitizationtransactions include a swap, liquidity 
facility, or other transaction that is in a super senior position and has a first priority claim 
on the underlying assets. These transactions are dearly senior in the waterfall to the 
AAA tranche. Tn the event of a default, the AAA tranche provides credit protection.to the 
super senior tranche. Therefore, we beIieve that the risk weight of the super senior 



tranche could be improved. For example, as described in the European Union CRD: "A 
risk weight of 6% may he applied lo aposition in the most senior tranche of a 
securitization where rhat tranche issenior in all respects to another tranche offhe 
.samritizationpo.~itiortswhich would received a risk weight of 7% ." ' O  

Alternate Approach to Krmwhere Underlying Assets arenot InternallyRated 
The market standard for securitization transactions such asCDOs requires that the 
underlying assets are rated by a nationally recognized statistical rating organization 
(NRSRO). Securitization transactions may have hundreds of underlyjng assets. Tt would 
be inerficient to also assign internal ratings to each of the underlying assets. Therefore, 
we propose as an alternative to the W R  that if a bank can demonstrate a cIose 
concordance between NRSRO ratings and intmal ratings, then it should be able to assign 
the internal PD to the asset based on the mapped internal rating. 

Treatment of Freddie Mac and Fmnie Mae Securities 
We seek clarificationof the treatment of mortgage-backed pass-through securitieswhich 
do not have external ratings but are guaranteed by Eamie Mae or Freddie Mac. We 
propose that we apply their corporate ratings to the securities. 

We request changes to the treatment of securitization exposures in the form ofnon-credit 
OTC derivatives. 

We have generally understood that the securitizationkamework in the Basel II NPR 
would not apply to trading book exposures, such as non-credit OTC derivatives. 
However, section 42(e) appears to indicate that non-credit OTC derivative exposures to 
securitization SPEs will be considered securitizatims. 

We believe the securitization framework will not provide an appropriate risk weight for 
many of these exposures. For example, where a non-credit OTC derivative exposure is 
pan passu with a rated tranche, its risk weight will be inferred from ajunior tranche. 
This will result in a significantlyhigher risk weight. This treatment does not reflect the 
economic risk of the exposure. 

A dialogue related to this issue is undewaybetween the FSA and various UK banks. We 
request that the agencies review this issue in consultationwith the Basel Committee. 

D. Limited Recognition of Credit Hedges 

Although we support the introduction of the Double Default framework as a more 
advanced approach, we believe that the overall treatment of credit risk rnitigants still 
contains significant shortcomings and would encourage the agencies to reconsiderthe 
proposed treatment in concert with the Base1 Committee. 

-
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In general, the proposed treatment fails to provide appropriate reguIatory capital relief to 
incent the use of credit hedges as risk mitigants. For example, with the restrictiveness of 
the Double Default frameworkbanks will still receive no capital benefit for a loan to a 
AA rated financial entity that is hedged by another AA rated financial cntity, even though 
both highly-rated parties would have to default at the same time in order for the bank to 
experience an economic loss. In fact, banks will have to add a counterparty credit capital 
charge for the hedge in addition to the bankingbook charge for the exposure to the AA 
financial entity. As a result in these scenarios,the rules still require that banks hold more 
capital than if they had not hedged at all. 

Our primary concerns around the treatment of credit risk mitigants relate to tXle following 
areas: 

I .  Restrictions on Double Default Eligibility 
2. Calibration of the Double Default Formula 
3. Maturity Mismatch Haircut 
4. Restructuring Haircut 

1. Restrictions on Double Default Eligibility 

Only in very limited situations does the proposed approach recognize the lower risk of 
joint default w h k  credit hedging. Specifically,Double Default treatment can be applied 
only if the requirementsbelow for both the protection provider aswell as the underlyrng 
exposure are satisfied: 

Protection provider must be a financial institution or insurance company in the 
business of providing credit protection with an internal rating of at least A- at the 
time the protection was bought and a current rating ofat least investment grade. 
Underlying exposure must be a sovereign exposure,an exposure to an eligible 
double default protection provider or an exposure to an affiliate of the protection 
provider. 

Regarding the criterion that the underlying exposure cannot be to a financial institution, 
we do not share the agencies' view that there exists excessive correlationbetween 
financial institutionsthat is not already accounted for in the highly conservative 
correlation factors used to derive the KDDformula. We support the 'oint Associations'1,response to the 2005 Trading Book Review on this particular issue. In addition, there is 
an inconsisfencyin that a financial hedging a corporate exposure can Be recognized as 
Double Default-eligible but a corporate hedging a financial exposwe i s  ineligible. 

Furthermore, we oppose the A- rating requirement for the protection provider as it creates 
a deterrent for banks to buy protection from financial institutions which were.previously 
rated below A-. In addition, we do not understand the relevance of using the protection 
provider's historical rating when the protection was obtained as long as the current sating 

3 1  "The Appllcahon of Basel 11to Trading Activities and the Treatment ofDouble Default Effects: a 
response to the B a d  IOSCO Consultation",joint Associations (ISDA, ITF. LIBA, TBMA, IBFed, BBA, 
FOA), May 2005. 



of the protection provider is available. We would also like to highlight this operationally 
burdensome requirement as another NPR inconsistency with the Accord, which states 
that the protection provider shoz~ldhave an internal rating of at least A- at the time the 
protection was first provided or for any period oftime 

2. Calibration of the Double Default Formula 

We support the joint Associations' conclusion that the calibration of the Double Default 
(KDD)formula is excessively conservative for the following reasons: 

Considering the stringent requirements to enswc unrelatednessbetween the 
protection provider and the reference obligor, the correlation factors underpinning 
the KDDfornula are highly conservative. 

* The PD substitutionapproach yields a lower capital requirement than double 
default fornon-investment grade reference obligors. This is counter-intuitive:to 
credit risk management principles as it creates disincmives for buying protection 
on non-investment grade reference names. 

3. Maturity Mismatch Haircut 

We do not support the proposed approach for maturity mismatch haircuts as it 
sigmficantlyGiminishcs thc risk mitigation bcncfit of credit hedgcs. Undcr this approach, 
a three-yearhedge of a five-year loan would receive only 60% ofthe benefit of a five-
year hedge of the same loan. The maturity mismatchhaircut is compounded even further 
for reference obligors where a firm has multiple exposures with different residual 
maturities. In such cases, the bank is required to use the longest residual maturity of all 
of those exposure to calculate the maturitymismatch haircut. Moreover, the matwity 
mismatch haircut for credit hedges is disproportionatelyhigh compared to the proposed 
maturity adjustmentrequired for underlying exposures. 

To better account for maturity mismatches, one suggested appruacl~would be to 
recognizethe difference between the A-TRB capital for an asset with the exposure tenor 
and the A-IRB capital for an asset with the hedge tenor. 

We believe that the 40%haircut for credit derivative hedgeswhich do not include 
distressed restructuring as a credit event is unjustifiably high, especially when 
compounded with the maturity mismatch and FX mismatch haircuts. Continuing the 
example above where a three-yearhedge of$100 covering a five-year loan of $100 is 
effectively reduced to a $60hedge with the maturity mismatch haircut, the hedge notional 
would be furthet decreased to $36 if  the contact did not include distressed restructuring as 
a credit event. We encobrage the agencies to consider the research done to date by 
industry associations to estimate an appropriate discount for the lack of restructuring. 

3' "International ConvergenceofCapital Measurement and Capital Standards", Bnsrl Commitfee,June 
2006, Par. 307. 



We recognize and support the need for the agencies to reopen the dialogue with the Basel 
Committee on these points and consider these issues to be a high priority for Base1 
C o m ittee consideration. 

E. Hedge Fund and Equity Exposure Treatment 

Consistent with our support for greater risk sensitivity, we recognize and support the 
concept that higher risk assets should attract highe~capital. As a case in point, the 
proposed approaches for equity exposures will result in higher capital relative to current 
U.S. rules due to a broader definition ofequity and increased capital requirements for 
those institutions with significant equity portfolios. We agree with the broader definition 
of equity based on the economic substance of the instrument, in place of the current rule 
based more narrowly on specific banking powers.33 

Under the proposed simple risk weight approach (SRWA), incremental equity exposure 
above the I Q?/o Tier 1 plus Tier 2 threshold would be risk weighted at 300% and 400% 
for pubIicly and non-publicly traded equity, respectively. Under current U.S.rules, 
capital requirements increase at two different threshold levels: 15% and 25% of Tier 1 
capital. Based on the mix of regulatory capital elements at large banks,the NPR 
threshold of10%of total risk-based capital will be more restrictivethan the current 15% 
of Tier Z threshold.34 

For firms with equity exposure in excess of 10% of regulatory capitail, RWA under the 
SWRA will be substantiallyhigher than RWA under current rules. The graphbelow 
illustrates the estimated impact ofthe SRWA approach to significantportfolios consisting 
entirely 

r 
of non-publiclytraded equity. 
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As an alternative to this approach, firms can elect an internal mode1approach (IMA) 
subject to separate supervisory approval and with substantial floors. The floors of 200% 

33 Wonfinancial Equity Investments."FederalRegister, Vol. 67,No. 17. January 25,2002: p. 3784-3807. 
j4 Based on recent Y-9C data for large bank holding companies, we estimate the current 15% Tier I 
threshold i s  roughly equivalentto a 12% Tier 1 plus Tier 2 capital threshold under Basel 11. 



and 300% (for publicly traded and non-publicly traded equity,respectively) would apply 
to a11 equity exposures whereas a 100%risk weight would apply to exposures less than 
10%ofregulatory capital under the SRWA (so-called 'hon-significant exposures). This 
would discourage fims from adopting the IMA approach. As an incentive, we support 
100%risk weight for non-significantexposures under the IMA approach as well. 

While the NPR market-based approaches appear to be directionally more risk sensitive, 
we have the following eoncms: 

1. Treatment of Investment Funds with Material Liabilities 
2. Treatment of Hedge Funds 
3. Look-Through Approach Risk Weights 
4. Hedge Pair Risk Weights 

1. Treatment of Investment Funds with Material Liabilities 

Under the definition of investment fund in the NPR,investment funds '"withmaterial 
liabilities'ke excluded fiom investment h d treatment. The NPR is unclear on the 
proposed treatment. We support a change to the NPR that would explicitly include 
investment funds with material liabilities in the definition of equity but not as investment 
funds.35 We recommend such a fund, if in the banking book, be explicitlyrisk weighted 
in a manner similar to a non-public]y traded cquity. 

h i n d u w  discussions, regulatory s ta f f  have suggested that investment funds with 
material liabilities might be treated as the equivalent of the bottom tranche in a two 
tranche securitizationstructure,junior to the h d ' s  liabilities. This securitization 
treatment would result in a regulatorycapital deduction for the full amount of a bank's 
holding in the fund. 

We strongly oppose this securitization approach. We recognize the agencieskconcern 
over leverage, but suggest that while appropriate risk weights might be somewhat higher 
than proposed risk weights for other equity positions, they should not be as extreme as 
the equivalent of a full capital deduction. In addition, this securitization logic could also 
be applied to a fim's common stock where the firm's debt represents materially leverage. 
This securitization approach creates inconsistent risk weightings by requiring a capital 
deduction for investment funds with liabilities while at the same time equity positions in 
leveragedpublic and non-public ~ompaniesare subject to risk weights of300% and 
400%. We do not see sufficient evidence to make this large a distinction in terms of 
degree of risk. 

There is no explicit mention or rationale provided for what is, in effect, an implied 
automatic default to securitization treatment in the NPR text. W e  are concerned that such 

35 Our view is based on Part VI,Section 5lofthe NPR: p.55943."4 o calculate its risk we~ghtedasset 
amounts for equity exposures that are nor equiv exposures In invrsrrnenrfind~,a bank] may apply either 
the Simple Risk Weight Approach (SRWR)in section 52 or, if it qualifies to do so, the InternalModels 
Approach (MA) in section 53." 



securiti~ationtreatment could apply to other exposures since, in every definition of an 
exposrue category, the phrase "unless it is a securitization exposure'' appears. We 
strongly oppose securitization treatment for exposures that are not synthetic 
securitizations. 

2. Treatment of Hedge Funds 

The W R  is silent on the treatment of hedge funds in the banking book. For the same 
reasons given in the prior section, hedge funds should explicitly be treated under the rules 
for quity exposures,with an explicit riskweight, similar to non-publicly traded equity. 
We believe this is the most consistent treatment for such exposures, rather than 
investment fund treatment. We likewise oppose securitization treatment For hedge funds 
in either the trading or banking book, for the same reasons stated above. Also, consistent 
with the proposed rule excluding trading book positions from equity rules, hedge funds in 
the trading book should remain in the tradingbook, as covered positions subject to 
market risk rules. 

3. Look-Through Approach Risk Weights 

Under the modified look-through approaches for investment funds, any holding ofan 
investment fund that would require a risk weight in excess of400% if it were instead a 
direct cxposure of thc bank (under ARB rules), would be assignal a risk wcight of 
1250%. We believe there is a need fox more granular riskweights between400% and 
1250% under the modified look-through approaches for investment funds. We also seek 
clarification of the types of holdings that would be included in this exposure class. We 
believe that the gap between 400% and 1250% for investment funds is too Iarge and that 
1250% is an excessiveIypunitive risk wei@t for firms meeting the 10%total risk-based 
capital requirement to be well-capitalized. 

4. Hedge Pair Risk Weights 

Since the effectivelyhedged portion ofa hedge pair entails negligible risk, we propose 
that this risk weight should be either zero or at most nomore than the 7% floor for 
investment funds,not P 00% as proposed. We also support extension of this treatment to 
individual non-publicly traded equities. 

36 For banks exceeding the well-cap~talized risk-basedcap~talstandards, risk weights above 1000% 
represent a higher capital requirement than a full deduction from regulatory capital. For exposures where 
the maximum loss cannot exceed the amount of exposure, risk weights above IOW% equate to addi~ional 
required capital where there i s  no possibility ofloss. 



F. Other Capital Formula Changes 

In a number of instances the NPR differs significantly from the Accord by requiring 
different inputs to the capital formulas. In some cases the differencesare not material in 
terms of the resulting capital requirement. In these cases our view is that they add to cost 
and complexity but produce no benefits and should instead conform to the Accord. In 
other cases differences are material and distort capital consistency contrary to Basel 11 
objectives. In addition, for some banking organizationsunder certain homehost 
situations these differences create the need to compute, validate and archive multiple sets 
of capital calculationsfor the same exposures. 

Below, we discuss concerns related to: 

1 .  Capital for Small and Medium Sized Enterprises 
2. Credit ConversionFactors 
3. Capital for Defaulted Exposures 
4. Retail Seasoning 

I .  Capital for Small and Medium Sized Enterprises 

Fur small and medium sized enterprises (SME), the NZ3R capital formula eliminates the 
salcs size adjustment factor containd in the Accord formula which was intended to 
recognize the more idiosyncratic nature of defaults for this exposure class. The change in 
the NPR formula results in an increase in the correlation factor and the capital 
requirement. For example, for an obligor with sales size of$20 MM the NPR capital 
would produce 19%hi&er capital. While we acknowledge that he NPR may be 
departing from the Accord out of concern that the treatment of SME capital may have 
been overly aggressive,neverthelessthe result is still a df fference between the NPR and 
the Accord. We suggest that either the W R conform to the Accord or, if there is a valid 
concern, revisit this issue with the Basel Committee. 

2. Credit Conversion Factors 

Under the definition of exposure at default (Em),the NPR states that for off-balance 
sheet contingent exposures such as letters of credit, guarantees and risk participations,the 
EAD should equal the notional amount ofthe exposure. This implies that a 100%credit 
conversion factor (CCF) must be used for these typesof exposures. However, the 
Accord allowsbanks under the advanced approach to use their own internal estimates of 
CCFs across different product types provided the exposure is net subject to a CCF of 
100% in the Foundation approach. To maintain consistency wilth the international banks, 
we recommend that U.S. banks with well-established internal CCFs for contingent 
exposures be pemrtted to apply these CCFs in the estimation of EAD. 

3. Capital for Defaulted Exposures 



Under thc NPR rules, the capital requirement for a wholesale defaulted cxposure is 
determined by comparing: 

8% muitipIied by the EAD ofthe wholesale exposure, plus the amount of any 
charge-offs or writedowns on the exposwe; or 
K for the wholesale exposure (immediatelybefore the obligor defaulted), 
multiplied by the EAD of the wholesale exposure immediatelybefore the obligor 
defaulted. 

The above requirement to use historical PD, LGD and EAD estimates at an exposure 
level fox quarter1y RWA reporting is unduly burdensome. Operationally, it would 
necessitate extracting exposure-specificdata at different points in time and result in 
significantlymore processing time and data storage requirements. Inaddition, the 
relevance ofthe risk parameters (e.g.PD, LGD,EAD) associated with the exposure 
before default i s  unclear. 

We recommend applying a treatment for defaulted exposures that is consistent with the 
Accord, which relies on the current riskparameters associatedwith the exposure. 

4. Retail Seasoning 

Tn the 2004 retail guidance the agencies identified seaqoning as an issue, particularly for 
longer-maturity consumer products such as residential Both the NPR and 
the retail guidance proposed to address seasoning by requiring the caiculation of the 
annualized cumulativedefault rate (ACDR) over the expected remaining life of 
unseasoned segments. Reasonable exceptions are created for seasoned segments (per the 
retail guidance) and retail exposure subcategories or scgments for which seasoning is 
immaterial. However, in our view, this calcuIation method: 

Does not fully and directly address portfolio age and performance concerns, 
instead relying solely on PD adjustments that may not properly capture increased 
risk. 
Does not properly account for portfolio attrition, since prepayment i s  only 
factored into the estimationof expected remaining life for each exposure but is 
not integral to the subsequentACDR calculation. The prescribed method of 
ca~cuiatiunis both inadequate and unduly burdensome by requiring separate PD 
calculations. 
hcreases the applicable time period for covered exposures from one year to an 
overly-conservativetime frame, varying by product based on expected life 
estimates. 

The industry recognizes that there is often a time pattern to default rates as accounts 
season, but aze does not tend to be a key risk driver aRer other risk factors are taken into 
account. We therefore do not see seasoning per se as a primary risk concern. The issue is 
rather a potential capital shortfall based on migration patterns as thc portfolio ages. The 

37 FederulRr.gi.+ter,Vol. 69, No.207,October 27,2004: p. 62760 {Paragraphs 109-1 12). 



Accord, which also identifies seasoning as an issue, addresses th is  without prescribing an 
ACDR calculation, as foIlows: 

Banks should anticipate the implicnti~mof rapidpxposure grow#tr rr ad fizksteps to 
ensure that their estimation techniques are accurate, and tJzat their current capital level 
and earnings andfunding prospects are adequate to cover rheirfuture capital needs. In 
order to avoid gyrations in their required capitalpositions arisirmgfrom short-term PD 
horizons, bank nre aIsa encouraged to adjusi PD estimates upwardfor anticipated 
seasoning effects,provided such a&mtments are applied in a consislentfash ion over 
time.'' 
The revised SupervisoryGuidance (Guidance) recognizes that there may be alternative 
means of addressing similar concerns such as downturn LGD, for example. In that spirit, 
we request that the agencies consider the following more comprehensive approach to 
adjust capita1 requirements for seasoning effects. 

Include Age in Segmetl tation Analysts. If unseasoned accountswere over-represented in 
the development portfolio (relative to the actual portfolio mix in a subsequentperiod) and 
the risk segmentationprocess did not include an age variable, PDs might he 
underestimated, To address th i s  concern,preliminary segmentation analysis should 
initially include at least one age variable. lfageor another time-based variable is 
determined to he a significantrisk driver, then seasoning is material and directly 
addressed in PD estimation. If  age is not significant, any capital impact is either 
immaterial or is already captured by other variables. This approach is consistent with the 
Guidance's requirement to determine whether seasoning is a material risk factor or not 
(S4-18, para. 76). 

Pe;Form Migration Analysis. If unseasond accounts were under-represented inthe 
develapmmt portfolio (relative to the actual portfolio mix in a subsequent period), 
computed capital could be tow relative to subsequentcapital required as the portfolio 
seasons. To correct for this potential shortfall, a separate migration analysis wouId be 
performed to assess additional capital for unseasoned segments as follows: project 
account migration across segments for the succeeding year or years; calculate expected 
future RWA based an migration; in the event of projected materially higher capital, 
adjust RWA upward by the estimated amount. 

This two part approach has the following advantages: 

Adjustments are made directly to capital, not indirectly via PD; 
This approach simultaneously captures PD,LGD and attrition factors, e.g. aging 
portfolios may exhibit higherPDs hut associatedwith significantly fewcr 
accounts; 
The segmentation test separates seasoned from unseasoned exposures; 

38 Paragaph 467 ofthe Accorcl. 



* 	 The approach measures both materialityof aging and the magnitude of the actual 
RWA adjustment; 
This approach is conservative in that i t  covers capital required for the succeeding 
year plus future marginal capital needs due to seasoning. 

We believe this combined approach more directly addresses seasoning concerns, as we11 
as being more practica1 and Iess burdensome. We request that the agencies permit this 
and similar alternatives in lieu of the  ACDR requirement. The ACDR method is not 
contained in the Accord and is neither the best nor the only approach to addressing 
seasoning concems. More broadly, we encourage the agencies to pennit banks the 
necessary flexibility to develop their own internal approaches to address retail seasoning. 

V. Capital Calculations for Operational Risk 

In g e n d ,  the portion of the NPR governing operational risk remains basically 
unchanged from the ANPR issued two years ago. We remain highly supportive of the 
principles which have canied through to the NPR of a risk-based, flexihle approach to 
operational risk measurement and management. 

A. 	 General Comments 

Specific items in the original ANPR that have been noted and the subject of ongoing 
discussions remain largely unaddressed and open in the NPR. The keys areas of note 
here are: Home / Host issues, capital requirements (exclusions) for Expected Losses 
versusUnexpectd Losses,requirementsand computation of diversification.benefits, 
computing capital for "significant" legal entities. Insofar as the NPR is draftcd at such a 
high level for operational risk, it is difficult to determine whether these open items are 
critical issues for comment and debate or whether workabIe resolutions are at hand. 

Notwithstandingthese comments, beIow are some specific Qpe~ationalRisk issues tither 
proposed ox discussed in the NPR that are worthy ofnote at this time. 

B. 	Specific Operational Risk Issues 

In addition to the general comments offered above there are two potential areas of 
concern that are proposed / discusssd in the NPR: (13 capital requirements for fixed 
assets and (23 regulatory mandated parameters for the calculation of operational risk 
capital. 

1. 	 Capital rey~irementsforfixed assets. The regulatoryproposal to compute capita1 for 
fixed assets is flawed in two dimensions. First, the proposal creates a capital charge 
for "risk-weighted asset amounts for assets that are not included in an exposure 
category". Secondly, the proposal suggests that additiona1 capital may be required as 
the caryng value of such assets on the balance sheet can be substantially less than 
market or replacement value. We strongly believe that such a capital charge is 



unnecessaryand inappropriate as: 

a. The potential loss associated with such assets and the requisitelevel of capital for 
such risk i s  indeed already captured al~ n gwith other operatima1 risks within the 
LDA approach under the risk category of "Damage to Physical Assets". Historic 
losses, both internal and external, are tracked and monitored similar to all other 
operational risk categories. The risk associated with Fixed Assets is analyzed within 
our Scenario Analysis exercise and ali capital requirements for these risks are 
included in any computation of overall operational risk capital. 

b. The existingBase1 I approach to capital for Fixed Assets is not risk-based, it 
grossly overstates the level of capital required and is not supported whatsoever by the 
historic losses associated with such assets. 

c. In addition, the concept of holding incremental capital for the differencebetween 
market or replacement value and the book or carrying value of Fixed Assets is 
asymmetrical and also flawed. First, no capital credit is given for the under-valued 
nature of these assets. Secondly,the logic that holding under-valued assets on the 
balance sheet implies the need for additional regulatory capital would infer that 
holding 'over-valued' assets would indeed fiee up capital. 

2. 	Regulatory mandated pnramefersfor the calculation of capital. The NPR proposes 
that regulatory agencies should reserve the authority to prescribe specific parameters 
and other input variables and techniques for the calculation of operational risk capital. 
We are strongly opposed to this approach on the belief that: 

a. 	 It i s  inappropriate as it is directly contrary to the spirit and principles of the 
M A .  Removing such authority and discretion from the M A  banks will 
substantiallyreduce the Ievel of anaIytics and innovation currently devoted to 
the measurement ofoperational risk. Further md beneficial development in 
this emcrging discipIine will likely stagnate; 

b. 	 It is unnecessaryas remedies already exist under Pitlar 2 to address situations 
where capital requirements are believed to be understated. These remedies do 
not require reguIatory authorities to micro manage capital computation; 

c. 	3t I s  impractical insofar as under such an approach parameters and input 
variables govening operational risk capital calibration would need to be 
monitored, tested and possibly adjusted on a regular, even quarterly, basis for 
all AMA institutions. We do not believe this is a workable or desirable 
scenario for the regulatory authorities. 



VI. Responses to Specific Questions in the NPR 

A. Basel 11conceptual overview, scope and transition rules (Q. 1-12] 

Question I :  TheIRB risk-based capitalformtilus contain supervisey asset value 
carrelaf ion (A VC)factors, which have a stgn@cant impact on the capital requirements 
generated by thefomvlas. The A VCassigned to a given poptfolio of exposures is isan 

estimate ofthe degree to which a~ayunanticipated changes in thefinancial conditions of 
the underlying obligors of the exposures are cowelaled. 
High correlation of exposures in a period of economic downturn conditions is an area of 
supervisovy concern. For a portfolio ofexposures having the same n'skparameters, a 
larger A VC implies less divevsification within the parbfolio, greater overall systematic 
rirk, and, hence, a higher risk-based capifal requirement. 

The A VCs chat appear in the IlW risk-based capitalformulas for wholesale exposures 
decline with increasing PD;that is, the IRB risk-based capitalformulas generally imply 
that a group of low-PD wholesale exposures are more comeluted than a groap ofhigh-
PD wholesale exposures. Thus, under the proposed rule, a low-PD wholesale exposure 
would have a higher relative risk-based copital requirement than that implied by its PD 
were the A VC in the IRB risk-based capitalformulos fop-wholesale exposuresfwed mther 
than afunction of PD. This invevse relationship W e e nPD and A VCfor wholesale 
apmures is broadly consistent with empirical research undertaken by GI 0 supervisors 
and modmares the sensitivity ofIRB risk-based capital requirementsfor wholesale 
exposures to the economic cycle. 

The agencies seek comment on and empirical analysis offheappropriatenessof the 
pruposed rule's A VCsfor wholesale exposzsi-esin general andfor various types of 
wholesale exposures fur example, commercial reaI estate exposures). 

Response I: The specific AVC selected by the Basel Committee cannot be easily 
validated not deemed appropriatebased purely on empirical grounds, though there are 
theoretical approaches to estimatingAVCs f i r  whoIesale exposures based on empiricaI 
data. Wile  it is understood that the non-conservativeassumption of an infinitely 
granularportfolio subject to a single systematic risk factor may need to be offset by a 
suitably conservative AVC assumption, the choice of that compensating AVC appears 
designed to meet the Basel's Committee's objective of little regulatory capital change 
from Basel I levels. The fact that RWA requirements are insensitive to portfolio 
composition, such as industry and region, has been clearly established and to make up for 
this deficiency Pillar 2 reviews are thus required.39 

It appears to be directionally correct that defaults associatedwith low PD obligors, often 
associated with larger obligors with more diversified operations, arise from greater 
susceptibility to macroeconomic factors. It is also reasonable that higher PD firms, often 
associated with smaller or more highly leveraged obligors, are more susceptible to 
idiosyncratic failures, such as those arising from management, strategy and competition, 

3"'~''onvergenceof Credit Capita1 Models" IACPnf ISDA February 2006, avaiIabEe at www.iacpm.org 
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in addition to systemic macro factors. As a result, it appearsthat defaults of high PD 
firms are more idiosyncratic than low PI3 firms. 

However, the appropriate level of correlation fox these two broad groups needs to be a 
function not only of their PD level but also their industry and regional characteristicsas is 
demonstratedby Moody's KMV's R-square estimates. In the samemanner,assuming a 
higher AVC for commercial real estate effectively presupposes a certain correlated 
portfolio composition that may not be as conelated as is inherently assumed. 
Commercial real estate portfolios, while arguably sensitive to interest rates, have 
different responses to macro factors depending on their two key dimensions--the type of 
property improvements and their localities. Somc real estate portfolios that are 
concentratedalong these two key dimensions may appear to be highly correlated in their 
response to these factors while other, more diverse portfolios may not. It follows then, 
that rather than adjusting AVCs, a Pillar 2 supervisoryreview of concentrations and 
stress conditions is the more appropriate place to evaluate capital adequacy for various 
types of wholesale exposures such as  commercial real estate. 

Question 2: The agencies seek comment on and empirical analysis of the appropriateness 
and risk sensitiwiiy of the proposed rule 'S A VCfor residential mortgage exposures -not 
onlyfor long-term,f a d r a t e  mortgages, but alsofor adjtsstable-rate mortgages, home 
equity lines of credit, and other mortgage products -andfor other retail purtfoIiios. 

Response 2: Determination of AVCs is more problematic for retail products, including 
residential mortgages, as compared to wholesale products. There are a number of 
theoretical approaches supported by empirical data that lend themselves to estimating 
AVCs for wholesale credit exposures. Retail products do not have the same empirical 
underpinnings. As a result, it is understandable why the Base1 Committee selected 
relatively conservative AVCs for retail products. 

However, there are indications that retail AVC values may be overly consewative. At the 
required 4% credit card AVC required capital levcIs are higher than those implied by 
market pricing and the 2003 RMA survey.40 

Previous estimates for fmt mortgages (e-g.KMV estimates and the 2003 RMA indusby 
swey)  indicate appropriate AVC levels in the 8-1 1% range. For low PD segments, the 
loss distributionimplied by the required 15% mortgage AVC is not realistic: for example, 
a 3 basis point PD segment would require a distribution with zero or near-zero losses in 
all periods except for one period ofextreme losses in order to produce the distribution 
assumed by a 15% AVC. 

Given the lack of robust data we suggest that the specified AVC levels be reviewed and 
potentially modified based on more reliable studies. 

40 "Retail Cred~tEconomic Capital Estimation -Best Pract~ces",the Risk Management Association, 
February. 2003: p. 25 (credit card), pp. 23,26-7 (mortgage) 



Question 3: The BCBS calibrated theproposed 0.6percent limit on inclusion of excess 
reserves in Tier 2 capital to be ~pproximatelyas restrictiveas the exi~tingcap on the 
inclusion of A L U  under the gmeral risk-based capiial rules, based on data obtained irt 
the BCBS's ThirdQrancitaiive Impact Sttldy (QR-3). The agencies seek comment and 
supporting data on the appropriateness of this limit. 

Response 3: While this is consistent with the Accord, we believe there should he no limit 
on excess ofALLL over expected credit losses for inclusion in Tier 2 capital. We request 
the agencies to address this issue with the Base1 Committee. 

Question 4: The agencies seek comlleent on the use of a segment-based approach rather 
f han an exposure-by-exposureapproachfor retail exposures. 

Response 4: We agree with a segment-based approach for retail rather than an exposure-
by-exposure approach. In our view, retail credit risk is best understood in terms of a set 
ofkey drivers with those dimensions then applied against mass consumer credit behavior. 
The segment-based approach is consistent with our internal capital discipline and analytic 
framework. 

Quesiioa 5: The agencies are, in short, identzfii~ga numerical benchmark (10% or 
greater decline in aggregate minimum required risk-based capita0for evaluatingarsd 
responding to capital outcomes dup-irtgtheparallel run and trvansitionalfloorperiods that 
do not comport with the overall capitid objectives outlined in the ANPR. At the end of rhs 
transitionalfloorperiods, the agenciars would re-evaluate f he consastenq of the 
framework, ug (possibly)revised during the ~ransilionaJfloarpriods,with the capital 
goals outlined in the ANPR and with the maintenance of broad competitiveparity 
hemeen banks adopting theframework and other banh, and would beprepared to make 
further changes to theframework fwarranted. The agencies seek comment on this 
approach to ensuring that overall capitalobjectives are achiev~d. 

Response 5: Please refer to our previous comments in Section 111. A. 

Question 6: Tke agencies seek cum men^ on all potential cmpetifive aspects of this 
proposal and on any specific aspects of theproposal that might raise competitive 
concernsfor any bunk or group of baprkr;. 

Response 6:Please refer to our comments in Sections 111 -V. Our most significant 
concerns relate to departures from the Accord that create a non-level playing field for 
Base] TI banks subject to NPR rules relative to all other competitorssubject to the 
international text of the Accord. 

Q~estioPt7: The agencies request commenb on wheheu W .S. bm~hsubject to the 
cl~ivancedapproaches i~ the proposed mIe (that is, core banks und opt-in banks) should 
be pelmiired lo m e  c~ther.credit and operational risk approack~ssimilar to those 
provided under the Accorcl. With respect to the credit risk capitcrI requirement, the 
agencies request comment on whether banks should be provided the oprion of using a 
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U.S. version afthe so-called "Standardized approach ' ' of the Accord and on he 
appropriate length of timefor such an option. 

Response 7: We support the position that all U.S.banks should be permitted to adopt 
any of the alternative Basel I1 approaches, including the Standardizedapproaches for 
both credit and opesatfonaI risk, as described in the Accord. PJease refer to our 
comments in Section 111. D. 

Question $A: Under theproposed rule, a U.Schartered bank holding company (BHC, is 
a core bank if the 13HChas: (i) Consolidated totaE assets (excluding assets held by an 
insurance undemPtingsuhsidiav) of $250 billion or more, as reported on the most 
recentyearend regulatory reports; (ii) conso~idaredtodal on-balance sheet foreign 
exposure of $10 hiiliura or more at the most rcccnf year-end; or (iii) a subsidiary 
depositoy institution (DI) that is a core bank or opt-in bank 

proposed BHC consolidated asset threshold is difeerent from the threshold in the 
ANPR, which applied to the total consolidatedDf assefsof a BHC. Theproposed shrft to 
total consolidated assets (excluding assets held by an insurance undewi t ing  subsidia~y) 
recognizes that RHCs can hold similar assets within and outside ofDIs and reduces 
potential incentives to structure RHC assets and activities to arbitrage capital 
regulariows. Theproposed rule excludes assets held itz an i~surmceundenvriting 
subsidiary ofaBHC because the Accord was not designed fo toddms insurance company 
exposures* 

The ~oardseehcomment on theproposed BHC consolidatecfnon-insurance assets 
threshold relarive to the consolidated DI assefsthreshoId in the ANFR. 

Response $A: No comment. 

Question 8B: A DIalso is a core bank if it isn subsidiary of another DI orBHC that 
uses the advanced approaches.A bank that is subject to theproposed rule either as a 
core bank or as an opt-in bank would be required 10 apply the rule unless ihprimary 
Federal supervisor determines in writing that application of the rule is not appropriate in 
light of the bank 'sasset size, level of complexity, riskprofile, or scope of operations. 

Xhe agencies seek comment on theproposed scope of application. In pnrficulur, the 
agencies seek commenr on the regurntoy Atsrden of aframework that requires the 
advanced appro ache.^ to be impietnented by each subsidimy DIofa BHC or hank rhas 
uses the advanced approaches. 

Respanse 8B: It wouId be a significant burden to large BHC's to monitor and file for 
each separate subsidiaryof the BHC, The threshold defined in the NPR should exclude 
the following sentence: "Theagencies note that, using lhis approach to dejin'newhether a 
RHC is rr core honk,it ispossible thrit no single Dlunder a BEIC would mcet the 
threshold criteria, hut tknt all ofthe RHCk subsidiciries would be core banks ."" 



In the case of operaticma1risk, not onIy would it be extremely burdensome, but 
caIculation of capital in the absence of statisticallysufficient loss data would require 
assumptionsto he rnacle in the model on the appIicability of business scenarjos to a given 
entity. We propose at most to calculate AMA for the BHC and potentially two other 
significant entities and use the Standardized or Basic Indicator approach for a11 other U.S. 
entities, consistent with the international approach. 

Question 9: A U.S. EHC that meeds the conditions in Federd Reserve SR letter 01-01 22 
and is a core barnk would not be required to meet the minimum capital ratios in the 
Board Is capital adequacy guidelines, although ir would be required to adopt the 
advanced approaches,compute and report its capital ratios in accordance with the 
advanced appr-onches,and make the requiredpla blic and regulatory disclmres. 
The agencies seek comment on the application of the proposed mle to DI subsidiaries of 
a iYS.BHC that meets the conditions in Federal Resewe SR Ietfer01-01 and on the 
principle ofnafiona!treatment in this context. 

Response 9: No comment. 

Qugscion 10: Toprovidefor a smooth tmnsifioato the advanced appruaches,the 
proposed rule would impose tempovuy limits on the amount by which a bank 's risk-
based capital requirements could decline over a period of at least three years. Based on 
its assessment of the bank 's ongoing compliance with the qualification requirements, a 
bunk'sprimoly Federal sayewisor would defermiplewhen the bank is ready to movefrom 
one transitionalf i a r  period to the next period. In addition, the bank would calculate a 
Tier I leverage ratio using Tier I capital as dejned in this proposed mlefor the 
numerator of the mtio. 

The agencies seek comment on this approach, inchding the transitionalfloor thresholds 
and transitionperiod, and on how and to what extentfuture rnod1~cationsto the general 
risk-based capital rules should be incoqporated into the fransibionalfloorcelcula~ionsfor 
advanced approaches banks. 

Response 10: See our comments in Section 111. B, which recommend the transitional 
floor thresholds and periods rules conform to the Accord. Our interpretation of the 
proposed rule is that core banks adopting the advanced approachesat the earliest 
permissible date would have the option to apply current Basel 1 rules, not future 
modifications (i-e.Basel 1A rules) to transitional floor calculations. In our view, banks 
should have the option to use either Basel I or I A  rules in floor calculations in order to 
avoid the operational burden of building or retaining an additional set of capital 
calculationsfor a temporary period. Should a bank determine that any benefits of 
applying the Basel 1A floor outweigh cost considerations, it should be permitted to do so 
aswell. 



We believe that the leverage ratio should not reflect the additional capital deductions to 
Tier 1 capital under the advanced approach. For certain residual interests that are risk 
weighted under cusrent capital mIes there is no change in the amount of exposure or risk, 
merely a change in methodology from risk weighting to deduction. Additional 
deductions required under the A-TRB approach for securftizations or ALLL shortfalls 
would have negligible impact on actual leverage at the bank or holding company level. 
Hence we recommend that the leverage ratio be computed using Tier 1 capital prior to 
these deductions. 

Qu~sriunI I :  n e  agencies seek comment om what other informationshould be 
consideredin deciding whether those overall capital goab have been achieved. 

Response 11:As we previously indicated, static point in time comparisons between 
Base1 I and Base1 11, either in the aggregate or for a particular portfolio, are not directly 
measuring the relationship of capital to risk. Thus, they do not provide a comprehensive 
picture of the extent to which the agencies' capital objectives have been achieved. We 
believe it is important to obseme changes in risk management practices at Basel IT banks 
and the extent to which Pillar 1 capital and actual capital vary with economic and credit 
conditions in the initial years of operation under the new capital framework. 

Question 12: lieagencies are proposing to make 2008 thefirst possible year for a bank 
to conduct itspardlei ru~rand 2009-2013 thefirstpossiSie years for the three 
transifionalfloorperiods. The agencies seek comment on thisproposed titnetablefor 
implementitzgthe advanced approaches in the Unitedsf ate,^. 

Response 12: Please refer to our comments in Section III. B. W e reiterate that we are 
opposed to anundue delay in final implementation. 

B. Qualification (Q. 13-20) 

Question 13: A bank must assign eaclt legaI entity u~holesabtzobligor to a single rating 
grade. Accordingly. $;fa single wholesale exposure of the bank to an obligor triggers the 
proposed rule 's definition ofdefauk all of the bank 's wholesale exposures lo fha[ obligor 
are in defaultfor risk-based capitalpurposes, In addif ion, a bank may not comider the 
value of collnteral pledged ro suppod a particular wholesale exposure (or any other 
exposure-specificckaracteristics) when assigning a rading to the obligor of the exposure, 
even in the context of nonrecourse loans and other loans underwrittenprimarily based on 
the operating income or cashJlowsfrom real estate collateral. A bank may, of course, 
consider all availablefinancialinformation about the obligor- including, where 
applicable, the tofu1 operating income or cmhJlowsfrom ull of the ohiigor 'sprqjects or 
businesses-- whm assigning an ohligor rating. 

Tke agencies seek cornmcnt on this aspecr of .theproposed d e  and on any cirarn!stances 
under which it would h~ uppropriabe to assign diflere~robligor ratings to diflerent 
exposures to the same obligor for example, income-producingproperv hading or 
exposures invohling trnpl.$er risk). 



Response f 3: The context for qualification of an internal risk rating system begins with 
an achowIedgement that when determining an obligor rating a bank should consider 
both quantitative and qualitative factors that could affect the obligor's default risk. As 
such, supervisory restrictions that serve to exclude certain qualitative factors, such as 
ownership and implied support by a parent of its subsidiaryfrom the rating consideration 
will only lead to conflicts with internal practices. In addition, it will be difficult to 
validate ratings with imposed restrictions against assumed PDs using an analysis of 
outcomes. . 

In the same way, it should be recognizedthat different exposures to the same obligor, 
some involving transfer risk and some exempt from transfer risk could arguablybe 
classified as exposures to two different economic entities, even though they may be the 
same legal entity. In lthe case of the transfer risk exposure, the sovereign inserts itself in 
place of the obligor and forces default, while where there is no transfer risk, the risk is 
that of the underlying obligor. For internal economic assessments, two "quasi obligors" 
are often created, one having a country risk rating overlay and onehaving a rating that i s  
not directiy affected by the transfer risk. 

In the same way, creating a single obligorrating for multiple income producing 
properties where there are no guarantees on the part of the principal nor no crossdefaults 
among the facilities tends to distort the risk assessment process, While a legal entity 
approach is a good startingpoint, it needs to be modified to take into account the 
assessment process of the likelihoodof default and its consequences. Tt can be argued 
that for income producing property the amount of equity and therefore the value of the 
collateral pledged to the bank clearly affmts the likelihood that the borrower will default 
on that property. With a substantial amount of equity value the bomwer may continue to 
support the property evenwhen it becomes mubled and as a consequence, if a default 
were to occur, the recovery may be greater. The same borrower could more, easilywalk 
away from a thinly capitalized project and possibly refer prospective tenants to the more 
heavily capitalized property. While theoreticaIIy, LGDs and PDs should be considered 
separately, the reality is that for individually collateralized exposures they are inevitably 
intertwined. 

Qsrerion f4: Under f heproposed rule 's definilion of defutdr,a bank "swholesale obligor 
would be in default if for any credit exposzrre of the bank to f he obligor, the bank has (0 
placed the exposure on nonuccruaI status consistent with she Call Report Instmctions or 
the Thr@ Financial Report and the Tlzrft Financial Report hstrucdion Manual; (ii) taken 
afill orpartial charge-offor write-down on the exposure due to the distressedfinancial 
condition afthe obligor; or (iii) incurred a credit-related loss of 5percen f or more of the 
exposure '.T initial cartying value in connection wtdk the sale of the PxposLare or the 
transfer vf she expos%tt-efo the held-for-sale,cawailable-far-sale,trading account, or ofher 
reporting category. When a bank sells a ser of wltolesale exposures, the B m k  must 
examine the sale prices of she individual exposures contained in the set u n ~ levalu~tte 
whether u credit Ioss of 5 percent or move of the exposure 's initial carrying value has 
occurred on any givers exposure. 



The agencies seek comment on thisproposed definition of default and on huw well it 
capturess~b~~tuntial ly  bank could experienceaall of the circumstataces under which a 
rnaterdal credit-relatedeconomic lass on n wholesnleexposure. In paxtimIar, the 
agencies seek comment on the appropriatenessofthe 5 percent credit loss thresholdfor 
exposures sold or transfepred between reporting caieguries. The agencies also seek 
commenters'v i e w  on spec1;lic issues roised by applying G~fferertdefinitions of default in 
multiple nationaljurisdic f ions nnd on ways to minimize potential regulatory hrden, 
including use of the de$nifiora of defatsk in the Accord, keeping in mind that national 
bank supewisoly authouities must adopt default definitions that are appropriate in lighr 
of national banking practices and cundirions. 

Response 14: As proposed, the definitionof default leads to inconsistencies in 
determining the classificationof a credit exposure for calculatingits RWA md for 
building a referencedatabase. To the extent that these definitions diverge from the 
international framework, this will not only be a burden on the reporting institution in 
maintaining two systems but the analytical process of relating capital requirements to 
credit conditions will be compromised. 

Consideringthe sale of a loan at a discount as a default event has ramifications to an 
historical analysis of outcomes that would be included in the referencedatabase. For 
example, a bank may be motivated to sell a portion ofits loan at a discount if it had 
bought a total return swap and wished to match the two legs of the transaction. The bank 
would then need to flag such situations and effectively create a dual reference database -
one for assessing economic PDs and lthe other for regulatoryPDs. This duality would 
likely lead to further use case differences. 

The definition ofdefault also fails to consider the case where an obligor defaults on 
obligations due to other creditorsbut due to the strength of the stmcturing and collateral 
continues to make payment of principal and interest to the bank, even during bankruptcy, 
having been provided by the court with adequate protection. To ensure consistency in 
risk assessment, somebanks will choose to assess the likelihood of default by the 
borrower to any creditor. A borrower exhibiting a high level of distress would then be 
rated poorly. The LGD assessment for a facility exhibitingsuch characteristicswould be 
relatively low. Since the bank has a high assurance of continuedpayment it would not 
place the exposure in a non-accrual status. The treatment of this obligor and its LGD as 
part of an outcomes analysis results in a validation of the PD,in that it did "default" 
according to the bank's internal definition and that the associatedLGT)would have been 
zero. 

This sit~~ationalso arises in income producing properly where the bank may have a well-
secured first mortgage and there is a default on a second mortgage which cannot 
automatically cause a default on the first mortgage. The bank may choose to rate the 
obligor on the bas~sofa default on the second mortgage but continue to assess the LGD 
as quite low. 



There is no objectivebasis for making the assumption that a 5% loss upon sale of a credit 
exposure is an appropriate standard for defining a default. To date, this benchmark has 
not been set in jurisdictions outside the United States. This may well lead to different 
definitions ofdefault for the same asset under different,regimes. Inaddition, even within 
the United States, one member of a banking syndicate may have decided to self its loan at 
such a discount while another bank may have decided to retain this loan, leading to 
different capital requirements. 

Question 15: In light of thepossibility of siplJfzc11nf2yincreased loss rates at the 
swhdivision level due to downturn conditions in the subdivision, the agencies seek 
comment on whether to require bank to determine economic downturn condilions at Q 

more granular level than an entire wholesale or retail exposure subcateguly in a 
national ju~-isdictiola. 

Response 15: Requiring banks to provide downturn LGD estimates for subdivisions of 
entire rating categories, such as industries or regions, creates both estimation and 
implementation problems and further distances regulatory capital from economic capital 
practices. Assuming that systematic downhm conditions affect LGDs, it would be 
unusual for these to take place at all subdivision levels over the same time period. For 
example, while there may be peak LED periods for both the telecommunications and for 
retailing industries, these could occur years apart. Selecting the worse ofthe LGDs for 
each of these subdivisions in an AS&^ capital formula violates basic portfolio theory 
and the recognitionofdiversification effects. Should the regulationsspecify a common 
timeframe such as a specific recession year that resulted in the highest overall LGD 
percentage for the bank as a whole, then one might very well discover some subdivision 
LGDs that were lower for that year than their average default-weightedLGDs. 

For retail exposures, it is also unlikely that downturn conditions would be coincident 
across all subdivisionsof products such as credit cards, mortgages and auto loms. 
However, as previously noted, application of downturn LGD at a subcategory or firher 
subdivision level implies the unrealistic and unnecessatilly conservative assumption that 
all subdivisionsexperience down- conditions simultaneously. The diversification 
benefit due to timing should not be ignored by requiring downturn LGD at subdivision 
levels. In addition, reliably determining actual downtum effects at a more granular level 
is even more difficult, in part due to continual changes in product composition and 
underwriting. 

Question 16: The [rgencies seek comment on and supporting elwpirtcuE ardysis of (9 
the propwed rule's definitions ofLGD and ELGD; (ii) the p~oposedrule 's overall 
approach to LGD ~stimabion;(iii)the appropriatenessof requiring a bank loproduce 
credible and reliable internal estimates of I, GDfor all its wholesole and rernil exposures 
as a preconditionfor using the advcraced approuches; (iv) the appropriabetless of 

42 The asymptotic single risk factor (ASRF)approach is a s~mplifiedframework for determining regulatory 
capital charges for credit risk and has become an integral part of how credit risk capital reql tirements are to 
be determined under the second Basel Accord. 



requiring all banks to use a s~pewisoy mappingfunction, rather than interrtal assirnczles, 
for estimating L GD*v,due to limited data availahiliq arid lack of industy experience with 
incorporating economic downturn conditions in LGD estimata; (v) the appropriateness 
of thepropo.~edsup~rvisoy mappingfunction fur translating ELGD into LGDfor all 
porfilios of exposures andpossible alternative supewisov mappingfunctions; (vi) 
exposuresfor which no mappiprg finetion would Re appropriate;and (vii) exposuresfor 
which a more lenient (that is,producing a Iower LGDfor u given ELGD) or more slrict 
(that is,producing a higherLGD for a given ELGD) mappingfunction may be 
appropriate fir example, residential mortgage exposures and H YCRE exposures). 

Response 16: As acknowledge'dby the Base1Committee the evidence associated with 
"downturn LGDs"defixlsd as "EGD" is unclear. While some studies43associatedwith 
public bond LGDs appear to show some lwel ofcorrelations, these webased on 
measuring the trading price ofsuch securities one month after default. Bank loan 
recovery processes operate very differently, with LGDsmeasured by discounting cash 
flows over the recovery period. Inmost cases these periods extend over several years, 
such that some recoveries may take place during expansionary parts of the credit cycle. 
Even when discounting is applied to these cash flows, evidence of the relationship 
between LGDs and default rates is quite mixed.# 

The choice of the discount rate to be applied to bank loan recoveries may also be viewed 
as a function of the conelation between LGDs and systematic default rates. To the extent 
that correlations are demonstratednot to exist, one can argue that the discounlt rate can 
even approximatethe risk free rate45plus some factor accounting for liquidity. Bank 
practice is to use a substantially more conservative rate for discounting purposes. 

The relative degree of conservatism practiced by banks in measuring LGD should be 
explored as a counterpoint to incorporating a downturn LGD. To the extent that banks 
can demonstrate sufficient conservatismin their estimationprocesses, the need to apply a 
markup via a supervisoryformula to obtain a downturn LGD may be obviated, 
Considerations of conservatism include choice of discount rates, analysis of collateral 
present at the time of defauIt versus at origination and analysis of exposure reduction 
prior to default that tends to overstate the LGD percentages when applied to the non-
defaulted segmentsof the portfolio. 

The incorporation ofa downturn LGD into the Basel RWA formula as a linear 
adjustment to RWA is a less than ideal approach to incorporating systematic correlaion 
of LGD and PD effects. As described above, the degree bwhich this correlation affects 

113 Altman, E.I., B.Brady, A. Resti, and A. Sironi, 'The Link between Defauh and Recovery Rates: Theory, 
Emp~ricaIEvidence, and Implications."Jo~rnaIofBusiness, November 2005. 

44 Araten, M.,Jacobs, M.,and Varshtley, P."Measuring LGD on Commercial Loans: An 18-Year Infernat 
Smdy." RMA Journal, May 2004. 

45 Gordy, Michael. "PortfolioCredil Risk Modeling: A Regulatory Perspective on the State of the Art ", 

Rermt Advances in Credit Risk Re.\r,r~rch,NYIJ Stern, New Yark, May 2004. 




capital requirements is very much a function of portfolio composition and the degree to 
which downturn effects, if any, occur over the same time horizon for subdivisions of the 
portfolio. Banks may have sufficient historical data to determine the degree to which 
downturn LGDs are observable for different types of facilities. For example, empirical 
data may show that periods of recession do have impact on unsecured LGDs but not on 
secured LGDs. These effects could be quantified by measuring the correlation for these 
facilities. Bankswith more advanced internal economic capital models may be able to 
incorporate both the systematic correlations of default rates and their effect on LGDs. 
The impact of downturn LGDs could thus be better estimated and, subject to supervisory 
review, be used to develop a bank specific "markup" to the Basel RWA formula. 

For retail exposures, we question the need for a supervisory formula at the extremes for 
LGD. For mortgages, the 10%LGD flow would appear to cover the regulatory intent of 
incorporating downturn effects when there is the limited data history available to 
establish downturn LGDs. Credit Card LGDs,typically in the 90% range, should not 
require a supewisory mark-up. 

We are also concerned that the mapping function would be applied as an implicit 
benchmark against which institution-derived downturnLGDs would be compared. The 
mapping function is not supported by empirical analysis, nor is it sensitive to portfolio-
specific factors and thus would not be appropriate as a benchmark for internal estimates. 

We strongly oppose a supervisory mapping requirement during the A R B  qualification 
period and beyond. Even if downturn LGD data is limited, internal estimates should be 
preferred to a supervisory formula when combinedwith appropriatejudgment and 
conservatism. 

Question I 7:The agencies seek comment on the extend to which ELGD or LGD estimates 
under theproposed rule would be pro-cyclical, particularly for longer-term secured 
expomres. The agencies also seek comment on alternative approaches to measuring 
ELGDs or LGDs fhas would address concwns regarding potential pro-cyclica lity without 
imposing undue burden on hanks. 

Response 17: B d internal economic capital and the new Basel 11regulatory capital 
frameworks are both designed to reflect current conditions of the credit cycle. To the 
extent that rating profiles and default likelihood increase and to the extent that LGDs are 
found to peak during such conditions, the proposed rule, as intended, would naturallybe 
pro-cyclical. The requirement that LGD should be greater than ELGD during all periods 
encompassing a credit cycle, as illustrated by the application of a scalar, would 
exacehate procyclicality. 

To the extent that the supervisory process requires the establishment ofa downturn LGD 
for longer-term secured exposures such as mortgages, despite the absence of supporting 
evidence, procyclicality would be increased. Updating LTV ratios dtuing stress periods 
would likely show significant increases in values against modest decreases in loan levels 
through amortization. Assuming that other segmentation characteristics are unchanged, 



these exposures would be placed in a higher RWA category and would increase 
procyclicality. 

Question IS: The agencies intend to Iiinid recognition of the impact on ELGD and LGD 
of pre-default paydowns to certain vps of exposures where the pattern is common, 
measurable, and especially signifcant, as wifhv n r i w  ypes of asset-based lending. In 
addition, not all paydowns during the period prior to default wawans recognition as part 
ofthe recoveryprocess. For example, a pre-default reduef~onin the outstundirrgamount 
on one exposure may simply reflect a refinancing by the obligor with dhe bank, with no 
reduction in the bank's total exposure to fhe obligor. 
The agencies seek cornment on thefeasibility of recognizing such pre-default changes in 
exposure in a way that is consistent with the safe@and soundness objectives of this 
proposed rule. The agencies also seek comment on appropriate restrictions toplace on 
any such recognition to ensure that the results are not counter to the objectives of !hi5 
proposal to ensure adequate capital within a more risk-sensitive capitalframavork. In 
addition, the agencies seek comment on whether, for wkolesale exposure-T,allowing 
ELGD and LGD 30 reflect anticipatedfuture contractualpaydowtts prior to default may 
be inconsisrentwith the proposed rule's imposition of a! one-year fluor onM flor certain 
ypes of axposures)or may lead to some double-count in^ of the risk-mitigating ben&ts of 
shorter maluritiesfor exposures not subject to thisfloor. 

Response 18:Pre-default reductions in exposure are not only occasioned by contractual 
amortizations but aIso through the dynamic relationship between the bank and the 
bormwer as the bank seeks to manage its risks. While the default horizon is set to one 
year, the incorporation of a maturity adjustment implicitly adjusts for risks that can take 
place over a period in excess of one year. To the extent that paydowns are triggered by 
financial covenantsor by negotiationsbetween the bank and the borrower, there is a 
reduction in risk, which needs to be recognized. 

If it is determined that it may not be practical to specifically incorporate such reductions 
in the estimation of LGQ and ELGD, the demonstrated evidence of such paydowns 
shouId be a consideration as part of a Pillar 2 review of thc bank's overall conservatism 
in its estimationofLGDs, ELGDs arid PDs. 

Question 19: The agencies solicit comment on all aspects of theproposed treatment of 
operational loss and, in particular, on (i) the uppropriareness of the proposed definitaon 
of operational loss; (ii) whether the agencies should define operaf ional loss in terms of 
the g e c t  an operational loss event has on the bank 's regulatoly capdrul or skot~ld 
consider a broader dejnif ion based on economic capital concepts; and (iii) how the 
agencies should uddress the potential double-counttug isserefor premises and otherfixed 
assets. 

Response 19: The definition ofoperational risk is consistent with general industry use 
for capture and benchmarking of operational losses. The existing definition should be 
retained without change. See also Section V on Specific Operational Risk Issues. 



Question 20: The agenciesseek cornrncnt on he a~propn'atenessof the 24-month and 
30-day timeframes for addressing the merger and acquisition transition siluations 
advanced approaches banks mayface. 

Response 20: A bank may need more than 30 days to formulate an implementationplan 
to allow for sufficient time for thorough review. Provided there is flexibility to extend 
the twenty-fourmonths time f m e  under appropriate circmstances, particularly in light 
of conditionsidentif ed in the planning process, thismay be sufficient to merge data 
feeds and calculators and complete a transition. 

C. Calculation of capital and risk-weighted assets (Q. 21-33) 

Question 21: Cornmenters arc encouraged toprovide views on theproposed 
adjscstrneplts to the components of the risk-based capital numerator as described below. 
Corninenters also mayprovide views on numerator-related issues that they believe would 
be usefisl to the agencies 'consideration of theproposed rule. 

Response 21: We find the proposed adjustments to the elements of Tier 1 and Tier 2 
capital discussed in this section of the NPR are consistent with the Accord with the 
following exception: minimum capital required for insurance underwriting subsidiaries 
by their functional regulatormust be deducted from Tier 1, whereas Par. 30 and 37 of the 
Accord indicate this deduction be made 50% from Tier 1 and 50% from Ties 2. We 
opposemaking this deduction 100%h r nTier 1. 

The proposed mle would require the use ofthe Base1 Itdefinition of Tier 1 Capital for 
the purpose of calculating the leverage ratio, even during the transition period. Since risk-
based capital deductions should have no impact on leverage for well-capitalized banks, 
we believe that the leverage ratio for Basel I1 banks should not be penalized and the 
numerator for leverage ratio purposes shouId be Tier 1 capita1 prior to capital deductions. 

Questbon 22: For defaulted exposures, ECL is bmed on accozrptting measurm of credit 
loss incorporated into a bank 's charge-of and resewing practices. The agencies believe 
that,for defaulted exposures, any diflerence between a bank 's best estimate of eco~tomic 
losses and its impairment estimatefor ALLL puvoses is likely to be small. As a result, 
fhe agencies areproposing to we a bank 's ALLL impairment estimate in the 
determina6ion ofECLfor defau l td  exposures to reduce implementat ion burdenfor 
banks. The age~ciesrecognize that thisproposed ft-eatrnent would require a hank la  
spec~fihow much of its ALU is csttribuiable to defaulted exposures, and that n bonk still 
would need to capture Q~EImaferjaleconomic losses on dqaetlted exposures when building 
its databasesfor estimating ELGDs and LGDsfor non-defaultedexposures. 

The agencies seek comment on the proposed ECL approachfor defaulted exposures as 
well as on an alternntive treatment, under which ECLfir a defaulted exposlire would be 
calculnted as the bank :r. current corying vdue of the expo.szdre multiplied by the bank's 
besfestimate of the e-~pectedeconomic loss rate associated with the exposure (~neustcrerl 
relative to the current carrying value), ?/Iat would he more consistent with theproposed 



treatment of ECL for non-defozslbed exposures. The agencies also seek comment on 
whether these two approaches would l ik ly  produce materialSy difeent ECL estimates 
for*defaulted exposures. in addition, the agencies seek comment on the appropriate 
measure ofECLfar assets held atfair value with grains and I ~ ~ s e s ~ ~ w i n gthrough 
earnings. 

Response 22: We support the proposed approach of using a bank's ALLL impairment 
cstimatc to detcmine ECL for defaulted exposures. Nomaterialdifferences are 
expected between the proposed approach and the alternative treatment of using the 
current carrying value multiplied by the bank's best estimate of economic lossas bolth 
approaches are based on the same input parameters. 

Question 23: For BHCs with consolE'daredinsurance tlnde~writingsubsidiaries that arc 
functionally replafed... f hefollewing treatment would apply. The assets and liabilities 
of fkesubsidiary would be consulidiztedfor purposes ofdetermining the BHC S risk-
weighted assets. Ha'wever, the BHC must deductfrom Tier I capital an amount equal to 
the insurance underwriting subsidiary's minimum regulafopycapital requiremenf as 
determined by itsfmctienal (or equivalent)regulator. This approach is drflerentfrom 
the Accord, which broadly endorses a deconsoidation and deduction approachfor 
insurance subsidian'es. TheBoard believes afull deconsotzdation and deduction 
approach does notfully capture fhe risk in insurance underwritingsecbsr'diariesat the 
consolidated BHC level and, thus, hasproposed fhe consolidation and deduction 
approach described above. 

The Board seek comment on this proposed tveafmenr and in particular on how a 

minimum insurance r ep la tov  capital p r o ~ 
fw Tier I deduction purposes should be 
determinedfor insurance undenvribing subsidiaries that are not subject to US.functional 
regulation. 

Response 23: We agree with the logic ofexcluding insurance assets and deducting 
required regulato~ycapital for separately regulated insurance underwriting activities. If 
insurance assets were so excluded,we would agree with a deduction ofminimum capital 
requiredby insurance solvency regulation and with the inclusion of any surplus capital 
for bank capital adequacypurposes. However, the NPR includes insurance assets in risk 
weighting. We oppose risk weighting insurance assets because it represents a double-
counting of capital requirements, once for insurance regulation and again for banking 
regulation. Requiring additional capital, particularly for higher risk assets where these 
assets are dosely monitored under insuranceregulation, represents an instance of dual 
regulation that should be eliminated. We also oppose deducting the full amount of 
insurarlce-related capital from Tier I, since par. 37 of the Accord ihdicates the deduction 
to be 50% from Tier 1 and 50% from Tier 2. 

Question 24: The ugencies seek comment on how to spike the appropriafe balance 

between the ~nhancedrisk sensitivip and rnurginalty firgherrisk-based cupital 

requirements olrtcslned by separating high vnlutilig comm~rcialred estate (HVCM} 




exposuresfrom other wholesale exposures and the additional complexiiy the separation 
entails. 

Response 24: Applying a separate formula does not necessarily resolve the qtrestion of 
striking an appropriate balance between enhanced risk sensitivity and marginally higher 
risk-based capital requirementsobtained by separating HVCRE exposures. The 
assumption behind this separation is that HVCRE exposures have common systematic 
risk. However, this assumption may not hold when one considers a portfolio of different 
property types, regions or even countries. A bank's HVCRE portfolio could be very 
well-diversified across property types, locations, etc. We recommend that it would be 
more appropriate to address the unique risk characteristics of these types of exposures 
under Pillar 2 in t m s  of concentrationrisk management. 

Question 25: Irt contrast to the Accord, the agencies are nod includilzg in thisproposed 
mle an adjustment that would result in a lower risk weightfor a loan to a small- and 
medium-size enterprise (SME) that has the same riskparameter values as n loan to a 
largerfirm. The agencies are not aware of compelling evidence that smallerfirms with 
the same PD and LGD as largerfirmare subject to less systematic risk. 
The agencies request comment and supporting evidence on the consistency ofthe 
proposed treatment with the underlying riskiness of ,%lf6p~r~olios.Further, the 
agencies request comment on any competiiiwissues that this mpect of theproposed mle 
may camefor US. Banks. 

Response 25: Please refer to our comment in Section N.F. As stated earlier, while we 
acknowledge that the NPR may be departing from the Accord out of concern that the 
treatment of SME capital may have been overly aggressive, we recommend that either the 
rule be amended to conform to the Accord or the agencies reconsider this issue in 
consultation with the Base1 Committee. 

Question 26: The agencies request comment on the appropriate treatment of tranched 
exposures to a mixedpool offinancialand non-financial underlying exposurar. The 
ugencies specz$cally are interested irr the views of comrnenter as to whether the 
requirement that nil or substantially all of the undertying exposures of a securitization be 
fdnancial exposures should be sofiened fo require only that some lesser portion of the 
underlying exposures befinancial Rxposures. 

Response 26: The trend in the securitization market is to move into new asset classes. 
Business groups are always looking for new asset classes to securitize. These include 
both financial and non-financial assets such as trademarks, patents, copyrights,revenue 
from infrastructure projects, rental cars and entertainment royalties from movies, concerts 
and television. As the market for securitizationexpands so should Ithe product types that 
are captured under the Base1 I1 rules for securitization. More transactions may include a 
broader spectrum of underlying asset types and therefore the allowable portion of non-
financialassets that could be included in a transaction shouldbe increased. 



As the market continues to grow, the Basel II rules should be sufficiently flexible sa that 
they can accommodate growth in h e  market and include a range of new underlying assets 
types for which external ratings may not yet be available. Our recommendations follow 
for the two rating circumstances described below. 

Externally Rated Transactions 
In cases where the sscurities are externally sated we propose to apply the RBA treatment 
to those securities and the inferred approach to any associated liquidity facilities. Many 
new transactions with non-financial underlying asset types are funded in the term ABS 
market where the securities issued by the transaction will always have an external rating. 
These meet the criteria for the RBA. 

No E x t a d  or Internal Ratings 
Certain ABS transactions are often paired with anABCP conduit that provides capacity 
for additional growth or seasonal funding. The securities issued and the underlying assets 
are unrated. Specific rating agency criteria exist. In order to issue ABCP in the market 
the paper issued by these transactions must receive a short term rating h r n  the agencies. 
We propose that the "Exceptions to the General Hierarchy of Approaches" should be 
further expanded to include the ZAA fornon-financial underlying assets that meet the 
rating agency criteria for the underlying asset type being securitized. 

Question 27: The agencies seek commenters 'perspectives on other loss we3for which 
the bomdaty between credit and operational risk should be evaluatedfurther flor 
example, with respect to losses on HELOCs). 

Response 27: We do not find current industry standards for fraud loss management for 
HELOCs to be comparable to those in the card industry. While we recognize the value in 
the Ieveragingof such discipline, this is not standard practice today. As a result, we 
pmpose at this time to treat fiaud loss in HELOCs consistentlywith the treatment for 
other mortgages, rather than cards. 

Questio~p28: Theagencies gerzemEly seek comment on treatment of thethep f - ~ p ~ ~ e d  
boundaries between credit, operational, and market rhk 

Response 28: We believe boundary issues between credit and operational risk should be 
addressed in a straightforwardmanner that does not introduce unnecessary ambiguity or 
implementationchallenges. To this end we believe the accountingrules governing credit 
losses should serve as the guiding principle. Ifa loss is treated as a credit loss for 
financial statement purposes, i.e. it is charged against the Allowance for Loan and Lease 
Losses (ALLL), then that loss should also be treated as credit risk for regulatory capital 
purposes. Conversely, if the loss is ineligible for loss reserve purposes, it should then be 
captured as an operational risk loss for regulatory purposes. Additionally, financial 
institutions should be encouraged to track operational risk issues and events above a seIf-
defined cost-benefitthreshold that manifest themselves as credit losses even if they are 
not included into the operational risk capital computation;tracking such events for risk 
management purposes ~vouidbe beneficia!. 



For additional comments on the boundary with market risk, please refer to our discussion 
of"non-covered positjons" in our January 23,2006 comment letter in response to the 
Market RiskNPR. 

Question 29: The agencies are proposing to exclude tranched guaranfees that apply only 
to an individual retail exposurefrom the secun'tizationframework. An important result of 
tfii.~exclusion is fhthaf, in contrast to the treatmenr of wkolesale exposures, a bank may 
recognize recoveriesporn both nn obligor and aguarantorfor purposes of estimafing the 
ELGD a~tdI,GDfor cerrain retail exposures. 
The agencies seek comment on Ikis app~o~chbo tranchedp a r a t e e s  on retail exposures 
and on alternative approaches that could more appropriateIy reflect the risk mitigating 
efect of such guarmtees while addressing the agencies 'concerns about coetnleqmuty 
credit risk and correlation between the credit quality of an ohEigor and a gwauantor. 

Respense 29: Tranched guarantees applicable to specific retail exposures are essentially 
limited to mortgage insurance. Banks employmortgage insurance (MI)in their mortgage 
businesses and appropriately include MI proceeds in LGD estimates. Banks may secure 
similar guarantees, whether sovereign or private, for education loans. This type of risk 
mitigation should be encouraged by the regulatory framework. As such, we agree with 
the proposed treatment differential in the NPR for tranched guarantees on individual 
retail exposures as opposed to that employed in the securitization framework. 

Question 30: Ifa! bank is not able to estimate PD, EL GD,andLEDfor a segment of 
eligible margin loans, the bank may apply a 300prce~frisk weight to the EAD of the 
segment. The agencies seek comment on wholesaEe and retail exposure typesfor which 
banks are not able to calculate PD,ELGD, andLGD and on what an appropriate risk-
Based capital t r e ~ f mentfor such exposures might be. 

Response 30: Historical loss data, which combinesPDs, LGDsand EADs and 
judgmental considerations, should be the basis for the assignment and validation of these 
parameters, rather than an arbitrary 308% risk weight. Where the parameters cannot be 
estimated, a conservative estimate based on all available information is preferable to a 
300% i sk  weight. 

Margin lending homwers include enltities across the spectrum of bank customers: 
individuals, corporations, trusts, partnerships, etc. In the event of borrower bankruptcy, 
lenders will seek to sell the collateral to repay the Ioan. The relevant measure of risk for 
much margin Iending is the relationship between collateral and loan values rather than the 
underlying borrower default risk. The supporting data to characterize "defaults" is weak 
in that one cannot '%observe"a borrower default as a distinct event. Collateral is 
liquidated at the time some or all of a portion of loan is repaid. Most ofthese cases are 
clearly not defaults. Borrowers aIIow lenders to sell a portion of the collateral to satisfy a 
margin requirement and oRen choose to do so when securities in their portfolio are 
performing poorly. Default risk for margin loans is related to collateral characteristics 
and margining policies. 



Question 31: The agencies seek comment on the appropriaknms ofpermiftifig u Bank to 
considerprepayments when estimating rnatuvily {A$) and on thefeasibility and 
advisabiliv Qfusing disc~unted(mther than undscounted) cash flows as the basisfor 
esfirnolingM. 

Response 31 :We support the proposal to consider prepayments when estimating M. 
One suggested approach is to consider historical prepayment data by credit quality grade 
and use conservative estimates based on historical data to account for prepayments in the 
M determination. 

Q~astion32: TEegeneral risk-based capital rules assign 50 and I 00percent risk weigh6s 
to certain one-tofour-family residential pre-sold consrrudio~lloa~lsand mult$arnily 
residential loans. The agencies adopted these provisions as a result of the Resolution 
Trust Corporation Refinancing, Restvuchdring, and ImprovementAct of 1991 (RTCRRT 
Act). The R TCRRTAct mandates that each agencyprovide in its capita! regulations a 50 
percent risk weightfor certain one- tofour-family residential pre-sold construction loans 
and mul#@mily residential loans that meet spc i f~cstatuto7pl criteria. The agencies seek 
comment on whether the agencies should impose thefollowing undenvriting criteria as 
additional requirementsfor a Basel Ilbank so quallflfor the stat utoy 50 percent risk 
weightfor a particular mortgage loan: (I;) that the bunk has an IRB risk meastdrement 
and management system in place that assesses the PD and LGD ofprospective 
residential mortgage exposures; and (id that the bank's IRB system generates a 50 
percent risk weightfor the loan under the IhYJrisk-hed capitalfo~mrcla,c. 

Response 32: The applicationof dual standards by combining the higher ofa statutory 
50% risk weight and the RB risk weight is inconsistentwith the intent of a risk-based 
regime. Longer term, we believe a change in RTCRRIA to conform to the Basel standard 
would appropriately resolve the conflict between Base1 II and EDIClA on the one hand 
and RTCRRLA on the other. 

Question 33: The agencies seek comment on all aspects of the proposed treatment of one-
to-faurfamily residential pre-sold coastruction loans and rnuItiJfarniEy residential loans. 

Response 33: Please see our responses to Q. I, 2 and 32 above. 

D, Credit risk mitigation (Q.34-44) 

Question 34: For purposes of determiningEADfor counterpartv credit risk and 
recognizing collateral mitigati~tgthat risk, the proposed rule ellows bunks to fakeinto 
account onlyfmancial collateral, which,by definition, does not include debt securities 
lhal have an external rating lower than one rating c a t e m  bedorv investment grade. The 
agencies i~rvitecomment OPI[he extent to which lower-rated dehr securiiies or other 
securities that do not meet the definition offinancial coElateral ar-eused i n  these 
transacfiorrsand on tile CRM value of such securifies. 



Response 34: Under standard market practices, banks will accept collateral ofall types 
of credit quaIity but will impose more stringent internal haircuts that are derived from 
VaR-type methodologies on the lower-ratedsecurities. This is particularlyrelevant for 
repo-style transactions. In addition, banks may collateralize these transactions with other 
types of financial assets such as mortgage loans and letters of credit, which currently do 
not meet the NPR definitionof "financial collateral." We believe that restrictions on 
collateral recognitionwill create further misalignmentbetween industry and regulatory 
practices. Therefore, we recommend that supervisors allow banks to rely upon their 
internal collateral recognition policies, subject to regulatory oversight. 

Question 35: The agencies recognize that criterion (iii,ld6may pose chaflengesfor certain 
transactions that would not be eligiblefar certain exemptionsfrom b a n h p t q  or 
receivership laws because the counterpar+for example, a sovereign entily or apension 
f~nd-is net subject to stah lows. The agencies seek comment on ways this criterion 
could be crafted to accornrnuda~esuck iransactiolos whenjustifzed onp d e n  rial grounds, 
while ensuring that the requirements in criterion (iig are metfor transactions that are 
eligiblefor those exemptions. 

Response 35: We agree with the agencies that for cwtain counterparty types, it is 
challenging to demonstrate the netting enforceabilityrequired far Basel I1 caEculations. 
Thereforewe recommend that for counterparties which are not subject to bankruptcy or 
receivership laws in relevantjurisdictions, the criterion be modified to state the 
foIlowing: "thebank has conducted sufficient legal review to reach a well-founded 
conclusionthat: 

I .  	 The rep-style transaction agreement executed in connection with the transaction 
provides the bank the right to accelerate, terminate and close-out on a net basis all 
transactionsunder the agreement and to liquidate or set off collatera~promptly 
upon an event ofcounterpartydefault; and 

2. 	Under the law governing the agreement, its rights under the agreement are legal, 
valid, binding and enforceable." 

Questiori 36: The agerncies seek cornrnertt OH the appropriateness of requiri~gthat a bank 
have aperfected, first prioriy security interest,or the legal equivalenf thereoJ in the 
definition offinancial collateral. 

Response 36: This requirement is appropriate. 

(iii) The transaction is executedunder an agreement that provides the hank the right to accelerate, 
terminate, and closeout the transaction on a net basis and to liquidate or set off collateral promptly upon an 
event ofdefault (including upon an event ofbankruptcy, insolvency, or s~milarpmceeding) of the 
counterparty. provided that, m any such case, any cxmise of rights under the agreement will not be stayed 
or avoided under applicable law in the relevant~urisdictions. 



Question 37: The agencies recognize that this (the "CUSIP-baas& approach)" is a 
conservative approach arzd seek comment on other approaches to consider in 
defermininga m'yen securityfor parposes ofthe collateral haircut approach. 

Response 37: We consider the "CUSP-based" approach outlined in the NPR to 
determine a given security's haircut a reasonable approach. However we wish to call 
supmisors' attention to the WR requirement that forbelow investment grade debt 
securities and qnity securities, banks are required to calculate a security-specific 
internally estimated haircut instead ofcalculatinghaircuts by security category. We 
deem our internal benchmark categoria used for &Itypes of securitiesto be sufficiently 
granular and representative of the volatility characteristics of the securities which map to 
a given benchmark category. Furthermore, we question why banks would be required to 
diverge from internal risk management practiceswhere benchmark securities are used for 
all securities to calculate appropriate haircuts. 

Question 38: The agencies seek comment on methods banks would use to ensure 
enforceability of singleproduct OTC derivative netting agreements in the absence of an 
apiiczt written legal opinion requirement. 

Response 38: Current internal practicesrequire that we always obtainawritten legal 
opinion in order to ensure the enforceability for OTCDerivatives netting arrangements. 
In the cvmt an external legal opinion c m o t  be obtained, we will, at aminimum, obtain 
an internal legal opinion. 

Question 39: The agencies request comment on all aspect of the efective EPE approach 
6 0  countepzr6y crdit  risk, and inparticular on the uppropriuteness ofthe monotonicaZly 
increasing efeective EEfunction, the alpha constant of 1.dFand thefloor on internal 
estimates of alpha of 1.2. 

Response 39: The introduction of the Internal Models methodology as an alternative 
method to calculate EAD for counterparty credit exposure is greatly welcomed. However 
thc effective EPE approach outlined in the NPR would benefit from certain refinements 
as statedbelow. 

Effective EE 
We do not support the use of Effective EE as a measure to account for roll-over of short- 
dated exposures. Banks generally have internal limits monitoring and active risk 
management to prevent surprise defaults and we believe that supervisors should address a 
bank's ability to account for roll-over risk under the Pillar 2 supervisory review process. 
The current proposal to impose a broad formula-basedfloor to account far the existence 
of roll-uver effects would likely produce imprecise results. 

47 For purposes of the collateraI haircut approach. a given secunky would include, for example, all 
securities with a single CUSlP number and wouldnot ~ncludesecurities with different CUSIP numkrs, 
even if issuedby the same issuer with the same matlir~tydate. 



Moreover if banks are required to caFculatt Effective EE, the calculations shotlld be 
gcrfomed at the counterparty level because rollover risk is typically not considered at the 
"netting set" level. 

Alpha 
Om internal models demonstrate that the I .2 floor for internal alpha estimates is very 
conservative. We do not understand the supervisors' rationale for imposing such a high 
floor. 

Application of collateral 
The MPR requires that under the internal models methodology E m must be estimated at 
the level of betting set.' Ow internal model currently calculates average exposure at the 
netting set level but applies collatera1 at the collateral contract level, which is typically 
the counterparty level. When this applicationof collated is performed across netting 
sets, exposure for all netting sets will have been. floored at zero so there will be no 
"netting" benefit from applying collateral acrossnetting sets. For implementation ease, 
we would like to continue with our current methodologyof applying collateral and 
reporting EAD at the collateral confmct'counterparty level. Allocating collateral back to 
the netting set level seems arbitrary and has no impact on theoverall EAD results. 

In addition, as stated as a qualifying Miterion for a bank to use the internal models 
methodology,the W R requires that "the bank musd measure and manage current 
exposuresgross and net afcoIIa~er~1held, where uppropriare. The bank must estimrare 
expected exposuresfor OTC derivative contrcscts both with and without the efect of 
collateral ~~eernenss.''~Running om internal exposure model on a routine basis with 
and without the effect of collateral agreements does not yield meaningful results and is 
not consistent with our internal risk management processes. Our view is that a bank's 
internal modd should have the capability to measure current and expected exposures 
gross and net of collateral, and this capability can be demonstrated to the supervisorson a 
ad-hoc basis. On a routine basis, however, where banks can demonsbate legal 
confidencein collateral:enforceability,banks should be required to estimate current and 
expected exposure only net of collateral. 

Question 40: The agencies request commenb on the app?.iutenessof these m'terirs in 
determining whether the risk mitigation eflects ofa credit derivative should be 
recognizedfor risk-based capitalpurposes.'9 

Response 40: The above-mentioned criteria are appropriate. 

48 Federal Register, Vol. 71, Yo. 185, September 25,2006: p. 55874. 
a9 The referenced criteria include requirements that the credit derivative conkact has been confirmed by all 
parties and that it clearly articulates certain credit events, settlementterms and conditions, and the parties 
responsible for determining when a credit event has occurred. In addition.the criteria speclfy the 
accounting treatment to be einployed when usin$ total return swaps for risk mitigation purposes under nsk-
based capital calculations 



Question 41: The agencies are interesled in rhe views ofcommertters as to whether and 
how the agencies should adress these and othersimilar situations in which multiple 
credit risk rn idigants cover*a single exposure. 

Response 41: With respect to multiple credit risk mitigants covering a single exposure, 
we recommend that the agencies allow recognition of the lower risk ofjoint default 
particularly in these situations. The bank will experience losses only if the reference 
obligor and all of the protection providers associated with the mllltiple credit risk 
rnitigants default simultaneously. This results in a lower risk to the bank than if no CRM 
or a single CRM was obtained for the underlying exposure. 

Question 42: Theagencies seek comment on this alternative approach 's definition of 
eiigible retail guarantee and treatmnffur eligible retail guarantees, and on wlterlrer the 
agencies should provide similar treatmentfor any otherforms of wholesale credit 
insurance or guarantees on retail exposures,such as student loans, if the agencies adopt 
this approach. 
Underthisalternative, an eZigihle retail par-antee would be an eligible guarantee that 
applies to a single retail exposure and is: 
(i) PMI issued by an insurance company that (A) has issued a senior uptsecured long-

6erm debt securiw without credit enhancement that has an applicable external roting in 
one of the two highest invesmenr grade rating categories or (B) has a claimpayment 
abiliw hat is rated in one of the two k ighwf mting cadegovies by an NRSRO; or 
f i i) issued by o sovereign entity or a political subdivision ofa sovereign entity. 

Response 42: The approach to defining eligible corporate guarantors, such as mortgage 
insurance entities that would be applied to individual retail exposures, is reasonable. PD 
estimation for the particular segment would continue without taking into consideration 
the effect of the guarantee, while LGDs would ref ect the benefit of the guarantee. 

Quesfion 43: The agencies seek comment on the types of non-eligible miail guarantees 
bank obtain and the extenb to which b a n b  obtain credit risk mitigation in theform of 
non-eligibleretail guarantees. 

Response 43: To the extent that guarantors are deemed not eligible according to the 
above criteria, we suggest that PD estimation should continue to be basedon the 
segment" default characteristics. With respect to the manner in which LGDs are 
adjusted to reflect the benefilt of these non-eligible guarantors, we suggest that the basis 
of these LGDs should be evaluated as part of the supervisory process and not be subject 
to a floor. 

Question 44: (A second alternative) would pernit a hank to recognize the credit risk 
mitigation benefits of all eligible p ran tee s  {whether eligible refailgzcwntees or no0 
that cover retail exposures by adj~rstingits estimates ofEJ3GDand L GD for the relevant 
segmenIS, hut would subject u hank 's risk-hosed capttal requirement-for a segment of 
retail exposures thlrs are covered hy one or more non-eligible retuil parantees to afloor 
on risk-based capitol requiremen rs of between 2perce~tand 6 percent on such a segrnenr 



of retail exposures. The agencies seek comment on hotlz of these alternative approaches 
to guarantees that cover retail exposures. The agencies also invite comment on other 
possible prudential treatmentsfor such guarantees. 

Response 44: We oppose floors whenever there are more appropriately risk sensitive or 
flexible solutions. Without sufficient empirical grounding, the Ievel of such a floor 
would be arbitrary. 

E. Securitizatiolr (Q.45-54) 

Question 45: The agencies have distinguished the use of the Rating Rased Approach 
(RBA) bemeen banks as originaforsand investors. An originating bank must me the 
RBA if its retained securitization exposure has at least two external ratings or an inferred 
rating based on at least two externat ratings; art investing bank must use the RBA if its 
securitization exposure has one or more external or infewed ratings. 

The agenciesseekcomment on this dtferen tial treatmenE of originating barnlcs and 
investing bank and on alternative mechanisms that could be employed to eusup-ethe 
reliaAility of external and inferred ratings of non-traded securi6ization exposures 
retained by originating banks. 

Response 45: We believc that both originators and investors should be able to rely on a 
single extemd rating. When the originatorretains securitizationexposure it should not 
be required to have two external ratings. This would be consistent with the treatment in 
the Accord. NlRSROs have developed specifie published criteria which are enforced by 
market discipline. The criteria clearly identify the requirements for attaining a specific 
rating. The market relies on these criteria and expects any single MSRO rating to 
conform to the published rating criteria. 

Question 46: Under theproposed rule, a hamk also must use the -A for securitization 
exposures with an inferred rating. Similar to the general risk-based capital mles,am 
esnrated securitization exposure would have an inferred rating ranother securitization 
exposure associated with the securitization transaction (that is,issued by the same issuer 
and backed by the same underlying exposer^.^^^) has an external rating and the rated 
securitization exposure (I)is subordinated in all respects to the unrated secuntkzalion 
exposure; (id does not benefitfrom any cred~renhancement thar is not available to the 
ednrated securitization exposure; and (id0 has an eflective remaining maturip that is 
equal to or Gonger ihan the unrated secuuil'iz~trion exposure. Under the RBA, 
securitization exposures with an inferred rcrting are treated rhe same as securitization 
exposum with an identical external rating. 5U 

The agenciesseek comment on whether [heyshodd consider other basesfor inferring: a 
ratingfor an unrated sccurititationposition, such as using an applicabk creedit mrir~gon 
ozrtsianding lon,q-term debt of the issuer or girurantor of flresecuritization exposurcJ. 
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Respoase 46: We believe that the Inferred Approach used to determine a rating for an 
unrated securitizationexposure is the appropriate methodology to identify the rating for 
this type of exposure. During the past two years we have reviewed numerous 
transactions to identifyhow they should be treated. We have determined that most 
unrated exposures are either scnior (AA or better) or equity. If the inferred rating is AA 
or PLkk then that rating is almost always better than the long-term debt rating of the 
issuer or guarantor. 

The unrated exposures are often liquidity facilitiesto CDOs. The liquidity facilities, 
which are usually available for funding mismatches, are generally senior to the A4A 
notes issued by the transaction. The inferred rating should continue to be based on the 
tranche that is directly subordinateto the tranche under review. 

Question 47:Seniority 
The agencies seek commsnt on the appropriateness of basing the risk-based capital 
requirementfor a securifizationexposure under she RBA an the se~ioriylevel of the 
exposure. 

Response 47: We agree with the agencies' requirement to include the seniority level of 
the exposure along with maturity, rating and granularity as the appropriate method to 
determinethe risk weight. 

Questiam 48.. Granukafiv 
The agencies seek comment on how well this approach captures the most important risk 
factorsfor securitization exposures of valying degrees of senior@ and granularity. 

Response 48: Diversification is the core tenet of a securitization transaction. Many of 
the models that the rating agencies use to value a securitization exposure include 
granularity as a component oftheir approach. Therefore, we agree with the agencies' 
requirement to include granularity as a parameter that shouldbe used to determine the 
risk weights. 

Question 49: Re-securitization Number of WnderbingAssets 
The agencies seek commmt on suggested alternative approachesfor determining the IVof 
a re-semrirization. 

Response 49: Holders of a re-securitizationshouid be allowed to "look-through" the 
securitization tranches being re-securitized to determine '"N", provided that they have 
infomation regarding the underlying exposures on anongoing basis. Before "N" can be 
calculated, exposures to the same obligor must be summed to avoid double counting. 

Question SO: Eligible Disrupfion Liquidity F~cilities 
The version of the SFA contained itt the Accord provides a morefavor0 ble capital 
treatmentfor eligible dismption liqtiidify.facilities thrln for other securiti,-cttion 
exposures. Undw rhe Accord, an eEigiBle disruption liqzlidityflcility is o liquidifyfacilip 
that sz~pportsart ABCPprogram at1J tlmt (z) is suhject to an asset quuli& lest rhul 
precludesfirnding of underlying evwures that are in dfault; (3car[he used rofund 



only those exposures that Rave an investment grade external rating at the time offunding, 
f the underbing exposures #haf thefacilily must fund against are externallyrated 
exposures at the rime that the exposures are sold to the program; and (iii) may oniy be 
drawn in the even! of ageneral mwket disruption. Under rhe Accord, Q b~ank that uses 
the SFA r t l  compwte its risk-based capital requirementfor an eligible disruption liquidity 
feciliy may multiply thefacility's SFA-determinedrisk weight by 20pemnd. 51 

The agencies have not included fhis concept in the proposed rule but seek comment on 
she prevalence of eligible dinuption liquidityfacilities and a bank's expected use of #he 
SFA to calculate risk-based capital reqrdiuementsfor suchfacilities. 

Response SO: We would suggest that p r o v - w i d e  liquidity facilities, such as market 
disruption liquidity facilities, be treated under the mZes for overlapping facilities. It 
would not be practical to calculate the RWA using the SFA for an eligible disruption 
liquidity facility. h order to calcuf ate the SFA informationregarding the underlying 
assets would have to be known at all times. Based on the volume of assets in a conduit it 
would not be practical to track this information for the SFA calculation. 

Question 51: 
Under the proposed mle a bank is not required to hold replatoy capita[ against the 

investors' interest ready amortization is solely triggered by events not related to the 
peflorrnance ofthe underlying exposures or the originating bank, such as material 
changes in tax laws us regulation. Under the Accord, a bank is also not required lo hold 
regulatory capital against the investors 'interest if(Qthe securifizationAm ra 
replenishment structure in which the individzla1underlyimg exposures do ~eotrmlve and 
the early amortization ends the abilijl of the originating bank to add nav underlying 
exposures to the securitization; (ii) the secup-itizationinvolves revolving assets and 
confains early amortizationfeatures that mimic term structures (that is,where she risk of 
the underlying exposures does not return to the originating bank); or (zii) investors in the 
securitization remainfii[v exposed toJidh3redraws by bomwers on the underlying 
exposures even after the occurrence of early amortizotion." 
The agencies seek comment on the appropriateness of these additional exempfions in the 
U.S.marketsfor revolving securitizations. 

Response 51: In general, we do not believe that the structures currently used in the card 
securitization market will qualify under these exemptions. We also believe that the 
sttuctural changes required to meet these exemptions are either unworkable for revolving 
assets or wilI increase the cost of securitization financing to a level that makes re\olving 
asset securitization a less attractive source of funding and liquidity. For example, 
exemption (ii) wouId require that we divide and account for a customer's balance in two 
components: ( I )  the balance existing at fie early am date (i.e., the balance owned by the 
trust) and ( 2 )  any future balance that occurs after the early am date l i e . ,the balance 
owned by the bank). Implementing this type of functfonality would be time consuming 

5' Federal Register, Voi. 71, No. 185, September 25.2006: p. 55890. 
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and expensive for credit card banks. We also believe that a structure that meets these 
exemptions would require higher credit enhancement levels than those necessary under 
current early amortization provisions. This will drive up the blended cost of revolving 
securitizationthereby increasing the bank's cost o f  funds and making this source of 
funding less attractive relative to other funding options. 

Question 52: TRe agencies solicit cornmenb on the distindion between controlled and 
non-controlled early amortizationprovisions and on the extent to whicJz banks use 
controlled early amortization provisions. The agencies also invite comment on the 
proposed definition of a c~~drolledearly amort izatdonprovision, including inparticular 
the 18-monthperiod setforth above, 

Response 52: We are not aware of any U.S. credit card secwitizations utilizing 
transaction structures that would meet all of the criteria required to qualify for the 
controlled early amortizationprovisions. Current structures do not meet the condition 
imposed by condition (ii) (as referred to above in Questions # 5 1) as the investor 
allocation of principal is fixed at the early amortization date. Changing this feature to a 
pro rata allocation during the early amortizationperiod will likely increase the credit 
enhancement required in current credit card securitizationstructures. h addition, most 
transactions do not meet the amortization period and repapent schedule criteria (iii) and 
(iv) for controlled early amortization.53 Therefore, modifying the structure to meet these 
conditions would also increase the required credit enhancement and drive up the blended 
cost of securitization. 

Tke current market structure for early amortization facilitates a sapid payout of the 
investor interest. This featwe, which reduces the required amount of credit enhancement 
under all rating agency analyses, is a currently accepted market standard contributing to 
the eficimcy ofcredit card securitizationstructures. We would suggest that a less 
disruptivesolutionwould be to evaluate an originating bank using only condition ti); The 
originatingbank has appropriatepoll cies andprocedures to ensure fhafit has sufficcient 
capital and liquidity available in the event of an early amortization. A bank meeting this 
condition should not be required to hold additional capital against its sold investor 
interests. However, at a minimum, it should be able to use the more advantageous CCF 
for a controlled eady amortizationmethod while other institutions would folLow the 
formula for anon-cohtrolledmechanism. 1i-1this way, the cumnt market standard for 
early amortization could be preserved for banks with snfftcient backup liquidity. 

Questiom 53: The agencies seek comment on the appropriaaenessof the 4.5 percent 
excess spread trappingpoint and on o t h ~ rr y e s  and levels of early amortization [riggers 
used in securitizations of revolving retail exposures that should be considered hy the 
agencies. 

Response 53: We think it is appropriate to review the purpose o f  the excess spread 
trapping mechanism in the typical "AAA", "A" and "'BBB"-rated bond structure 
currently used in credit card securdtiz:~tiontransactions. While the AM-rated and A-
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rated bonds are credit enhanced by the BBB-rated bonds, the BBB bondholder's only 
protection is provided by the trust's excess spread. Tf the excess spread were to decline 
or go to zero the BBB-rated bondholder has no additional protection available against 
losses. The rating agencies recognized this in the beginning of the credit card 
securitization market and would not assign an investment grade (e.g., BBB rating) to the 
bonds unless a sufficient amount of excess spread was trapped in a declining excess 
spread scenarios. Wen these structures were developed in the early 1990's there was 
IittIe histotory regarding a 4'nomal"level of excess spread and what volatility might be 
expected. Absent this history the rating agencies coalesced around a 4.5 % leveI of 

-excess spread as an acceptable threshold for when excess spread should be trapped. 
Many transactionscontinue to use a 4.5% trapping level but it is perhaps more out of 
market convention than grounded in analytics. 

We would propose that any dynamic credit conversion factor be based on the actual 
characteristics of the portfoliobeing securitized. Instead of relying on a 4.5% fixed 
trapping paint approach we would suggest a methodology that considers the historical 
three month average excess spread and volatility of excess spread for each individual 
master trust. This approach is theoretically consistent with other methodologies 
contained in Basel 11. In cases where master trusts are new or have limited history an 
analysisof the issuer's on balance sheet or managed portfoliocouldprovide the statistics 
for a dynamic credit conversion factor. In cases where this information is not available 
we would support the use of a fixed trapping point. 

We believe this dynamic, statistically based approach, achieves the goal of increasing a 
bank" capital needs when the probability ofearly amortization is rising but could 
eliminate unnecessary increases in capital caused by a fixed trapping point when excess 
spread changes are within n m a l  ranges. 

Question 54: The agencies seek comment on and supporting empirical analysis ofthe 
appropriatenessofa more simple alternative approach that would impose at all times a. 
flat CCF on the entire investors' interest of a revolving securitization with a controlled 
early amortizationprovision, and on what an appropriafe level of such a CCF would be 
for example, 10 or 20percen f). 

Response 54: Conceptually, we feel that the requirementto hold additional capital for the 
investor interest in advance of an actual early amortization is unnecessary. Over the past 
15 years, the performance ofcredit card securitizationmaster trusts has demonstrated that 
the probability ofearly amortization is very low. As a result we would not support an 
approach where banks are required at all times to maintain capital against thc assets sold 
in a credit card securitization. We would also reiterate our comments regarding the lack 
of conltrolled amortization structures in the current card securitization market and the 
practical difficulties with adopting this structure in the future. Therefore, we wouId 
oppose a flat CCF. 

54 Excess spread trapped and held in the reserve account at the trustee is only available as credit 
enhancement for the HRB tranche of a credit card securitization. Said another way, ~tdoes not act as 
additional credit enhancement available to the AAA and A tranches. 



F. Equity exposures (Q.55-59) 

Question 55: Theproposed rule defines t~ publicly traded equity exposure as an equify 
exposure traded on fi) any exchange registered with the SEC asa national securities 
exchalzge undersection 6 of the Securities ExchangeAct of 1934 (1.5 U.S.C.78 ' ;  (ii) 
NASDAQ; or (iii) any non-U.S.-hosedsecurities axchange that is registered with, or 
approved by, Q national securities regulatory authority,provided that there is a liquid, 
two-way marketfor the exposure (that is, there are enough bona fide ofirs to buy and 
seIl so that a sales price reasonably related to the last sales price or current bonaftde 
competitive bid and offer quotations can be determinedpromptly and a trade can be 
settled at such a price withinfive business days). The agencies seek comment on this 
definition. 

Response 55:TheAccord defines a publicly traded holding more simply, as any equity 
security traded on a recognized security exchange. For non-US.-based securities 
exchanges, we believe registration or approval by the national securities regulatory 
authority shouId suffice for this definition. 

Questio~r56: The agencies seek comment on the approach to adjtdssed carrying valuefor 
the off-balance sheer component of equr'wexposures and an alter~ativeapproaches that 
may better capture the rnarkd risk of such exposures. 

Response 56:Under the proposed rule, carrying value is adjusted to subtract unrealized 
gains on available-for-sale equity securities that are reflected on the baIance sheet. The 
rationale for this is that these unrealized gains are deducted from Tier 1 capital. We 
support this adjustment to carrying value to prevent a double counting ofcapital 
requirements, i.e. requiring reguIatory capital for unrealized gains already deducted from 
Tier 1. 

Question 57: The agencies seek comment on thepropused pule 's requirementsfor IMA 
qua/!ficution, including in parlicuk~rthe proposed rule 's use of a 99.Opercent, quarterij 
returns standard. 

Response 57: The NPR "eitherJor" requirements limiting use of the two market-based 
approaches xe too rcstrictivc. A firm must choose ( I  )one of either the internal model 
approach (MA) or the simple risk weight approach (SRWA) for equity exposures, or 
(2) The IMA approach for all publicly traded equity exposures and the SRWA for &l 
non-publicly t r a t  equity exposures. 

We rec~mrnendthat in order to provide a greater incentive for firms to qualify for 
internal mode1 approach (MA), fims should be permitted to develop different market-
based approaches for different portfolios, provided portfolio treatment choices are 
consistent with internal risk n-ranagement. We  believe supeavisory discretion for this 
more flexible approach i s  permjtted under paragraph 348 of thc Accord. Ranks should 



also be permitted to recognize guarantees on an equity position under both the market 
based approaches, consistent with the Accord. 

Question 58: U~zderthe ?MA appmck, the risk-weightedasset arnm.int would be subjecr 
to afloor of 200percent for pu blicly traded equiy exposures and 300 percent _for#on-
publicly traded equity exposures. me agencies seek cornmrent on the operationa1 aspects 
of thesefloor calculations. 

Response 58: The floors in combinationwith other rules discourage the adoption of the 
IMA approach, Organizationsusing the IMA approach donot have the benefit of the 
lower 100%risk weight for non-significantequity positions.s5Tnstead the 200W300% 
floorswould apply to these exposures and would limit the recognition of reduced risk due 
to portfolio diversification, The requirement to apply the floor at the aggregate level 
appears to pose no significanlt operational issues. 

Question 59: The agencies seek comment on #henecessity and appropriatenessof the 
separate trearmenifor equity exposures to investmentfunds and the three npproaches in 
the proposed rule. The agencies also seek comment on theproposed d4ni t ion  of an 
investmentfund. 

Response 59: We seek furher clarification on the treatment of rated investment funds. 
Specifically,we wish to clarify that a permissible alternative is to risk weight an 
externally rated fund holisticallybased on the fund rating. PIease see our comments on 
h e  definition and treatment of investment funds in Section IV.E. 

Also, we believe investment hnds that represent assets related to insurance activities 
should be excluded ftom risk weighting, as i n s m c e  capitd requirements address this 
risk. Please refer to our response to question 23. 

G. Operational Risk (Q. 60) 

Question 60: Theagenciesare interested in commenters' views on other business lines 
or event types in which highly predictable, routine losses have been observed. 

Response 60.We believe that the principle ofoffsetting EOL is sound, where evidence 
can be provided of ""highlypredictable and reasonably stable operational losses". 
Moreover, this principle shouId be applicable in any circumstances where such evidence 
can be provided. Securities processing and credit card fraud are two examples, but there 
are others including other types of fiaud and common execution errors. The ability to 
offset will further encourage comprehensive loss coIlection and improved estimation of 
future losses. Please also see to our Operational Risk comments in Section V. 

''Section 53 (b)of the rule text (the rule for the RWA calculation under IMA) refers back to Section 52 
(b)(I )  through (3Kii). Section 52 (b)(3)(iv) is  omitted, implylng that the 100'4 risk weight for "non-
significantexposures"(under 10%of regulatory cap) does not apply to IMA. 



H. Public disclosure and regulatory reporting (Q. 61-62) 

Question 61: The agenciesseek coonzrnenters 'views on all of the elementsproposed to he 
captured fhruughthepu blic disclosure rcquiremefits. JTIparticular, the agencies seek 
comment OH fheextent to which theproposed disclosures balanceproviding market 
pariicipants wi~hsuficient information to appropPa'ately assess the capita1 strength of 
individual iastituiions,fostering cornporabiIityfrom bank to hank, and reducing burden 
on the hunks that are reporting the information. 

Response 61:In our view, the purpose of public disclosure is to provide information that 
is meaningful to the firm, useful to investors, clear and consistent with other existing 
external reporting requirements. Moreover, disclosure requirements, in principle, should 
be consistent with how scniormanagement assesses and manages the risks of the bank. 
Many of the required credit risk disclosures, such as the geographic distribution of 
consumer credit exposure or the residual contract maturity of the wholesale portfolio are 
already made in SEC or other public reports. 

We strongly support the prin~ipleof increasing standards of public disclosure especially 
with regads to new and merging activities or discipjines such as those related to 
operational risk. The standards of practice, data collection, risk measurement and 
analysis regarding this new risk category areonly now emerging even among the indushy 
leaders. It is reasonable to expect that operational risk disclosure standards will evolve in 
parallel with these overall developments. Notwithstanding this belief, we are strongly 
opposed to the public disclosures as outlined in the present proposal. The detailed 
infonnatian related to the component breakdown of operational risk capital will be 
confusing at best and most probably misleading in the public domain. This is particularly 
true given that there are no common definitions, methodologiesor overall standards for 
the caIculationof these data items and such data will not be comparable across individual 
banks. Putting such inhrmatlon into the public domain for a small number of banks 
servesno beneficial purpose at this time. 

W e  are also strongly opposed to the proposed operationa1risk reportingrequirements 
identified as confidential. Requesting such information of Basel I1 banks on a quarterly 
basis is contrary to the principles outlined in the Base1 II Accord and in the consultative 
documents supportingthe NPR. Tfre effort is nearly tantamount to making the 
QuantitativeImpact Studies for operational risk a quarterly exercise. While we certainly 
acknowledgethe importance ofsupervisory oversight regarding risk measurement, no 
regulatoryreporting effort has ever required banks to submit regular1y the data actually 
supporting the computation ofcapital. Moreover, this detailed profile of loss information 
represents only a portion of the dataused by banks to compute operational risk capital. 
So the effort required by banks lo provide such data relative to the benefits served 
appears disproportionate. A program of periodic and specialized data requests (e.g. QTS 
initiatives) along with the annual reviews and examinations c ~ e n t l yunderway is a much 
preferred and entire1y more efficaciousapproach to supervisory review of loss data and 
capital caIibration. 



While we appreciate the flexibility granted as to how and where credit risk disclosures 
should be made (e.g., an a website and not necessarily in a quarterly report), we do, 
however, have some concerns that the disclosures do not reduce the burden on banks, 
fostercomparability,or allow users to assess capital strength. These concerns are 
describedbelow. 

Burden 
The production of the credit risk disclosures represents a significant time burden due to 
the high degree o fdisaggregation. Moreover, these disclosures are expected 
simultaneously with the: existing substantial volume of reports (regulatory as well as 
internal risk management) due at quarter-end. We ask that the agencies consider some 
degree of flexibility in the required release timing, particularly for data that i s  ancillary to 
thc capital calculation. 

There are several arcas whme the U.S. agencies, through the exercise ofnational 
discretions, increased the reportingburden on U.S. banks. For example, the Accord 
requires only semi-annual quantitative disclosuresversus a quarterly cycle in the NPR. 

We seek clarification that below the holding company level, the only public discfosures 
required are the capital calcuIations themselves and proposed reporting schedules A and 
13 that support these calculations. Note that if we were to produce Pillar 3 disclosures for 
the significantbank and Edge Act corporations,our bwdcn would increase six-fold. 

We agree that it would not be appropriate during the parallel w pwiod to release 
disclosures forpublic consumption (but they will be produced and shared with the 
agencies). Only after the qualificationperiod has been completed and the bank has 
moved to the Basel I1 transition period, disclosureswill be generated and placed in the 
public domain. This wilI allow for testing and guidance should it be needed on some of 
the necessary calculations. Ifthis is not the correct interpretation, guidance would be 
appreciated. 

We strongly believe that confidential and proprietary infomation shouEd not be subject to 
public discIosure. We are concerned that the disclosuresrelating to intern1 ratings 
approaches In Table 11-5.bmay include proprietary information. 

We support the notion that disclosures not included in the footnotes to the audited 
financia1statements would not be subject to external audit. However, we are concerned 
with the requirement that "the chief financial officer to cedify that the disclosures 
required by the proposed rule are appropriate ..." In this case, certification is not 
sufficientlydefined. We would approach the acceptance standard differently for Base1 II 
disclosuresversus what is typically done for financial reporting, given that many Basel 
disclosuresare internal estimates of future conditions rather than financial in nature. 

Comparabilitv 
Diversity among banks limits how feasible it is to make bank to bank comparisonswith 
ri~id,uniform, inflexible disciosures. For example, a bank in the servicingbusiness 



rather than the lcnding business may find that disclosuresabout operational risk are more 
relevant that those about credit risk. What is pertinent will differ by institution. As such, 
disclosures should be consistent with how seniormanagement assesses and manages the 
risks of the bank. Requirements for more disaggregated data will do little to foster 
comparability. 

As currently proposed, there will be a number of instances of the lack of comparability 
between the disclosures of U.S. banks and their non-U.S.competitors. This results 
largely from the fact that U.S. Pillar 1 calculations differ from the Accord and may result 
in inconsistent information acrossjurisdictions being provided to users. For example, 
LGD cdculations differ and in earlier comments other exampIes are cited. Jh addition, 
the disclosure frequency in the U.S. varies from that in the Accord, increasing the 
difficulty of cross-bordercomparisons. 

The quantitativedisclosuresrequire clear definitions and instructionsfor certain data 
elements. Specific terms, such as exposure-weightedaverage E m  (Table 1I .5.c, see 
below}, lack clarity. The definitions included in Section 2 of the NPR area net f i l ly  
sufficient to ensure that the industry has a common language. 

Capital Stren& 
The majority of the disclosuresaxe not directly relevant to the assessment of capital 
strength. Some that are directly related to capital adequacy, such as Table 1 1.3, are 
already required disclosures for banks. We are, however, skeptical that the public will 
have the ability or even the desire to interpret complex data that is ancillary to the capital 
calculation. In place of much of the disaggregated data, we recommend that a s u m q  
discussion of the drivers of RWA be disclosed in conjunction with Table 11.3. 

Comments on the Disclosure Tables: 

11.4.b-We seek clarificationthat the collateral and haircut disclosures do not relateto 
retail exposures, since the nature of the underlying collateral i s  implied by the nature of 
the exposure and no haircuts apply. 

11.5.b - We are concerned that the Ievel of specificityin the "'internalratings process," 
including a description of specific variables used in the modeling process, could force us 
to discXose proprietary infomation such as specific quantitative techniques and variable 
design. We recommend amore general description of the types of variables considered. 

11.5.c - The NPR diverges ftom the Accord (Part 4, Table 6.d) by requiring exposure 
weighted average capital requirements instead of the risk weight percentage. We request 
clarification of the correct exposure weighted fomulas. 

11.5.d-The term "actual Fosses" needs to be defined. The comparison of current default 
rates to estimates may not be meaninghl unless the basis for the estimates is clearly set 
forth. For example, a comparison of current default rates to estimates based on a 
through-the-cycleapproach would be misleading. 



11.5.e - We are concerned that the requirement for a comparison of risk parameter 
estimates against actual outcomes is overly burdensome to produce and is not meaningful 
to the user. For example, in the case of wholesale it is not meaningful to produce 
quarterly actual outcomes for LGD when in fact it may take three ormore years to 
resolve a default. We believe that an analysis of the actual Iong term average over the 
comparison period would perhaps be a more relevant disclosure, 

We request clarification from the agencies as to how the comparison is meant to be done 
(e-g.,variance analysis, portfolio composition, etc.). 

We believe that disclosing a comparison ofretail risk parameter estimates against actual 
outcomes is oncrous and misleading, and would compromise proprietary information. 
TheNPR requires an m u a l  revalidation of segmentationstructures, which addresses 
comparisons betwcen estimates and outcomes as part of an evaluation as to whether 
mudels need redeveIopment. A quarterly disclosureof differencesbetween estimates and 
actual losses would require a complex assessment of model efficacy and overIy simplify 
it into a basic numeric comparison. Users may incorrectly infer that models are 
performing poorIy when in fact they are not, and in any case this evaluation should occur 
within the discipline ofa revalidationeffort,not a public report. 

11.7.b- We oppose the NPR requirement to publicly disclose the RWA amount 
associated with exposures covered by guarantees and credit derivativesas it is both 
uninformative and burdensome. It is unclear how this disclosure will be meaningful for 
market participants to assess capital strength. We Mieve that disclosing the exposwe 
mounts covered by credit riskrnitigantsasprescribed in the Accord should suffice. 

Question 62: Comments on regulatory reporting issues may be submitted in  response to 
thisNPR as well as through the regulatoy reporting requestfor cammenr noted above. 

Response 62: Please refer to Appendix B for our comments on the proposed regulatory 
reporting schedules. 



Concluding Remarks 

We appreciatethe opportunity to comment on this NPR and support the effort to provide 
a more risk sensitive capital framework. Ef you have any questions, please contact Adam 
M. Gilbert, Managing Director, Risk Management, at (21 2) 270-8928, 

Sincerely, 

Michael J. Cavanagh 
Chief Financial Officer 
IPMorgan Chase & Co. 

CC. 	 Adam Gilbert, JPMC 
David Alexander, JP rC  
Ned Pollock, OCC 
Barbara Yelcich, FRBNY 



Appendix A: Downturn LGDs and the NPR 

Both the Accord and the NTJR require-thc estimation and use of Downturn LGDs 
(DLGDs), ratherthan pure default weighted LGDs or Expected LGDs (ELGDs) in the 
Basel RWA formula. The rationale is based on the concern that during downturn 
economicperiods when systemic effectscause higher default rates, LGDs may be higher 
than ELGDs. In such instances both internal economic and regulatorymodels should 
take DLGDs into account when determining capital requirements. An analysis of issues 
associated with incorporating DLGDs is set forth into the following sections of this 
appendix, concluding with a recommended approach: 

1. Evidence linking LGDs and downturn periods 
2. Analytical requirements for assessingDLGDs 
3. DLGDapplication issues 
4. Granularity and subportfolio effects 
5. Use of advanced internal models 
6. Conservatism in estimation of LGDs 
7. Recommendation 

1. Evidence linking LGDs and downturn periods 

As acknowIedgedby the Basel Committee the evidence associated with downturn LGDs 
is unclearand "shows a range of resu~ts".'~The primary assertionthat LGDs are 
influenced by the level ofdefaults is based on examining public bond &a, using the 
trading prices of these securities one month after default. It should be noted that some 
studies consider the initial trading price as an unreliable measure of LGD.'~For example, 
institutionalpressuresoften require CDO managers to trade out of defaulted securities 
regardless of their recoverypotential. Conversationswith workout specialists at banks 
also confinn this phenomenon.5"n addition, in correlatingLGDs to default rates some 
studiessgrely onweight& average default rates in the high yield bond market as opposed 
to wider measures of systematic risk. Aside from the intrinsic measurement issues that 
have led to the conflicting views as to the nature and shmgth of this relationship,the 
fundamenta1 issue is whether this can be observed in bank loan portfolios. 

Bank loan recovery processes operate very differently, with LGDs measured by 
discounting cash flows over the recovery period. Ln most casesresolution periods extend 
over several years, such that somerecoveries may take place during expansionaryparts of 
the credit cycle. Evenwhen discounting is applied to these cash flows,evidence of the 

56 GuidanceonParagraph 468 of the Framework Document, July 2005, RIS, p. 1 
BUS,Roger, "In~tialTrading Price: Poor Recovery Indicator for Defaulted Debt*',January 14,2003, 

Standard and Poor's. 
58 Anecdotally, a private co&caiion revealed that one insticution had sold a defaulted loan shortly after 
default at 60% while another held on to the same loan for 18 months and recovered 120%. 
59 Altman, Edward I., Resti, Andm and Sironi, Andrea, "The Link Between Default and Recovery Rates: 
Effects on the Procyclicalityof Regulatory Capital Ratios". BISWorking Paper No. 1 13 Available at 
SSRV: ~tt~:I/ssri~.conl/abstract=MG3f 2 



relationshipbetween LGDs and default rates is quite mixed. In one sbdy conducted over 
a 15-year period it was found that there was a moderate relationship between default rates 
and large corporate LGDs for unsecured loans but virtually no correlation for secured 
loans.0DThe ability to conduct further analysis of the degree ofdiversification of 
downturn LGD effects across segments of the portfolio such as industry and geographic 
regions is constrained due to limited data availability. However, it is typical that during 
significant downturns such as was experienced during 2002-2002 only certain industries 
such as technology sector exhibited high levels ofdefault and high LGDs whereas other 
sectors did not seem similarly affected. 

2. Analytical requirements for DLGDs 

As set out in the NPR, DLGDs should be calculated using incident-weighted averages 
rather than period-weighted averages. If downtum conditions have the effect of 
increasing LGDs, the presence of more defaults with higher LGDs will tend to increase 
DLGDs determined using an incident-weightedcalcu~ation.~' 

Assuming that there is sufficient data, one could evaluate the degree to which DLDGs 
may be present. In doing so, the bank would be faced with anumber of difficult choices 
as to how to conduct the analysis. The bank must firstchoose an indicator of "downturn 
conditions." This could be the level of defaults that it experiences in its own portfolio or 
some cxternal indicator. En either case, the bark will need to decide whether to use a 
global level of default conditionsor a more local one, such as"strictEywithin the United 
States." The more global the indicator, due to inherentdiversification effects, the less 
likely it is that all segments of the portfolio will experiencedownturn conditions at the 
same time and this may dilute the assessed impact on LGDs. The less global the 
indicator, aside fmm more limited data, the more dificult it may be to piece together the 
separate analyses and conclude that their effectsmay be coincident or at least within the 
one year horizon underlying the Easel II RWA formula. 

This issue becomes more entangled when it is noted that certain industries more than 
others seem to have high default rates during downtum conditions. Thuswhile both the 
technology sector and the non-technoIogysectors experienced downturn conditions 
dwing 2001-2003, the technology sector's default rates were at least double that ofthe 
non-technologysector during that period.62 During prior periods the default rates of these 
groups were quite sirniIar. An ernpincal analysis of associated LGDs during this timc 
period would be more heavily weighted towards the higher incident LGDs associated 
with the technology sector. In a similar manner, the examination of the T 989-1991 
recession would be more heavily weighted towards the commercial real estate arid hotel 

60Araten, M., M. Jacobs, Sr., and P-Varshney(20041, "Measuring LGD on Commercial Loans: An 1SYear 
Enteml Study", M A  Journal,May. Based on using the Moody's all-corporate default rates, the adjusted 
R-square For unsecured loans was 20% and for secured loans it was 2%. 
6' The incident-we~ghtedLGDs was 5% hrgher than the period-weightedLGD for JPM over a 19 year 
period as couId be observed in Araten, Jacobs and Varshney {opcit). 
h2 JPMoxgan Chase analysis ofMoody's Corporate Default Rates. using Moody's DRS' Credit Risk 
Calculator. 



sectors which experienced outsized default rates relative to other sectors, while the 
disparity in default rates during the 2001-2003 period was not significant. 

It should also be noted that a bank needs to choose whether it will measure default rates 
as the most direct proxy for downturn conditions across all rating categories or will focus 
solely on speculative versus investment grade issues. This choice is particularly 
important for a bank that may have very large concentrations in exposure to financial 
institutions and governments which are expected to have low default rates. 

3. DLGD application issues 

Evidence that LGDs may be higher during periods of high default periods may manifest 
itsclf in a number of  ways. 

If sufficient data is available correlations between annual LGDs and annual system-wide 
default rates may be calculated along with adjusted R~'s .Given the RWA formula, it is 
not clear how to translate a calculated II2,say 25%, into a DLGD. 

Where insufficient data exists to calcuIate a statistically significant correlation, it may 
still be noted that in aparticular stress period, such as during the 1989-1991 recession, 
LGDs appear to be higher than the average ofall other years in the data set. For example, 
if it wese found that LGDs were higher by say, 3Ph,due to the preponderance of real 
estate defaults it is not clear that scaling up aII LGDs by 30% is an appptiate approach. 
A bank's current portfolio composition could be radically different from that which 
existed in the stress period and conclusionsregarding the presence and applicability of 
DLGD effects should be carefully examined. In addition, given the fact that an incident-
weighted LGD is used to calculate the average LGD, it is not clear whether a scalar based 
on a stress period versus the average ofother non-stress periods should be applied to the 
incident-weightedor to the period-weightedLGD. 

The scaling formula63suggested by the NPR in fact derivesDLGDs relative to average 
LGDs in a non-linear, disproportionate manner. For example, exposures with average 
LGDs of 25% would require DLGDs and capital to be 24% higher. Low LCD exposures 
in t he  range of 5% would have their DLGDs and associated capital increased by over 
250%. 

Thus, different approaches to applying the effect of a downturn to LGDs could result in 
widely different impacts on regulatory capital depending on the underlying empirical 
data, the analytical process and the fonn of the application. 

4. Granularity and subportfolioeffects 

Requiring banks to provide downturn LGD estimates for subdivisions of entire rating 
categories, such as industries or regions, creates both estimation and iml>lementation 
problems and further distances regulatory capita1from economic capital practices. 

''LGD = 0.08+0.92x ELGD 



Assuming that systematic downturn conditions affect LGDs, as noted above, it would be 
unusual for these to take place at all subdivision levels over the same time period. 

Selecting the worse of the LXiDs for each of these subdivisions in an A S E  capital 
formula violates basic portfolio theory and the recognition of diversification effects. 
Should the regulations specify a common time frame such as a specific recession year 
that resulted in the highest overall LGD percentage for the bank as a whole, then one 
might very well discover some subdivision LGDs that were lower for that year than their 
average default weighted LGDs. 

As noted above, the incorporation of a downturn LGD into the Base1RWA formula as a 
linear adjustment to RWA is a less than ideal approach to incorporating systematic 
correlation of LGD and PD effects. The degree to which this correlation affects capital 
requirements is very much a function of portfolio composition and thc degree to which 
downturn effccts if any, occur over the same time horizon for subdivisions of the 
portfolio. Banks may have sufficient historical data to determine the degree to which 
downturn LGDs are obselvable for different types of facilities. For example, as noted 
earlier, empirical data may show that periods ofrecession do have impact onunsecured 
LGDsbut not on secured LGDs. These effects could be quantified by measuring the 
correlation for these facilities. A bank m y  not have sufficient data for all of its segments 
to evaluate DLGDs. However, this should not result in an "all-or-nothing" application 
wherein thc absence of correlation analysis for cach segment results in thc usc of the 
suggested supervisory formula across the entire portfolio. 

5.  Use of advanced internal models 

Banks that have sufficient information to be able to determine the degree of DLGD 
correlation for different segments of their portfolios may also have internal economic 
capita1 models that incorporate such effects. These models may specificaIZy tie in a set of 
systematic conditionsto points on the LGD distribution of various assets aspart of the 
economic capital simulations. To the exterlt nlodels can be run with and without the 
LGD systematic effect relationship one could discern the relative increase in capital 
associated with DLGDs under Base1 11's RWA. 

The use sfthese models should enable n proper assessment ofdiversification issues 
associated with different segments of the portfolio which may or may not exhibit 
downturn effects in the same period. The results obtained f m  mming the models can 
inform the proper scalar mapping effect that might be applicable for a specific 
institution's portfolio. 

6. Conservatism in estimation ofLGDs 

There are a significant set of issues associatedwith estimating LGDs without even 
considering downturn conditions. Unlike bonds which have exposures, structures, and 
collateral that are dictatecl by the terms oftheir indentures and generallydo not change 
over their lives, the terms of bank loans can and do change sign~ficantlyover their lives. 



Tn fact, bank loans are designed to be flexible and to afford bank  the ability to improve 
their recovery prospects as credits deteriorate. Thus, a bank's loan exposure and 
associated collateral is likely to be quite different at the time of dcfault compared to its 
condition at the time oforigination. LGDs are by definition to be determined based on 
their condition at the time ofdefault 'but are then to be applied in an RWA formula to 
loans that are in the performing portfolio. There are a number of ways in which the 
application of LGD estimates will by nature be conservative and will overstate capital 
requirements. 

As credits decline in quality borrowers may seek relaxation of covenants and related 
terms. In return, banks wiH pmss borrowers and negotiate for a decrease in exposure. 
This may be accompIishedby encouragingthe borrower to sell assets or divisions of the 
company to pay down exposure. The asscts that have the best chance to be sold are the 
better quality ones, leaving the borrower and the bank with poorer quality assets. In the 
event that the borrower eventuallydefaults, the LGD will be relatively high since it will 
be basedboth on a lower exposure at default aswell as assets which have lower recovery 
prospects. The resulting LGD will be incoprated into the overall estimate that will be 
applied to newly originated loans and to currently performing loans. Best practice: should 
have the bank estimate a lower LGD at origin anticipatingthat exposure is Iikely to be 
reduced and increase the LGD estimate following the exposure reduction. However, 
most banks will find this practice diff~cultto implement and instead will simply use the 
higher LGD based on the reduced exposure at default in an attempt to be conservative. 

In the samevein, banks extending loans that are unsecured at originationmay also benefit 
from imbedded covenantsor borrowers desires for flexibility. As credit quality 
deteriorates banks will negotiate for collateral or structural priority. If the negotiations 
are successful, while the loan may eventually default, at the time of default the LGD 
recorded will be reduced reflecting the improved collateral position. In contrast there 
may be unsecured loans for which no improvement in cotlateral or structure is obtained 
and which will reflect a higher LGD. The appIication of the higher unsecured LGD to 
newly originated unsecured loans will fail to recognize the likelihood that some ofthese 
may become sccured and at the time of default have higher recoveries. While this is also 
an opportunity for banks to assess an LGD for an unsecured loan that reflects the 
likelihood that the loan's profile at the time of default will more closely resemble that of 
a secured Ioan, banks may follow the more conservative approach. 

Inmany instances, recoveries take place over an extended resolution. Normally, banks 
will seek to include as many resolved loans as possible in their LGD estimates to improve 
their statistical significance. A bank may have recorded say, 90-95%, ofthe cash flows 
that it ultimately wiH receive over a 2-3 year period and while it has not given up a legaI 
claim to additional recoveries will seek to consider the Ioan "resolved without including 
an estimated recovery stub. This will tend to overstate the LGDs. 

As wholesale hank loan recoveries take place on average over a 3 year period, it is 
important to apply an appropriate discount rate to the cash flows. The choice of the 
discount rate to be applied to bank toan recoveries may also be viewed as a function of 



the correlation between LGDs and systematic default rates. To the extent that 
correlations are demonstrated not to exist, one can argue that the discount rate can even 
approximate the risk free rate64plus some factor accounting for liquidity. Bank practice 
is to use a substantially more conservative rate for discounting purposes. 

7.Recommendation 

We see that the evidence for associatinghigh LGDs with systematic default rates is 
questionable for bank credit exposures. The analytical choices for establishing these 
relationships, the applicationof DLGDs, and the treatment ofsub portfolios can be quite 
varied with concomitant impact on regulatory capiltal. While some banks may be abIe to 
use their internal economic models as a way to estimate the DLGD effect on RWA and 
incorporate the spirit of the regulatoryrequirement, this isjust one of the approaches that 
can be followed. 

Rather than follow a prescriptive set of mapping rutes over a principles-based approach, 
supervisors should examine the relative degree of conservatismpracticed by banks in 
measuring LGD as a counterpoint to incorporating a specific downturn LGD. 
Considerations of conservatism include analysis of exposure reduction prior to default, 
analysisof collateral present at the time of default versus at origination and choice of 
discount rates, all of which tend to overstate the LGD percentages when applied to the 
non-defaulted segments of the portfolio. 

To the extent that banlcs can demonstrate sufficient conservatism in their estimation 
processes, the need to apply markups via a supervisory formula to obtain a downturn 
LGD may be obviated. 

Gordy, Michael, "PortfolioCredit Risk Modeling. A RegulatoryPerspective on the State of rhe Art'' 
Presented at Recent Advances in Credit Risk Research, NYI [ Stern, New York, May 2004. 



Ap~endixB:Comments on Base1 I1 Reporting Requirements 

Below are our comments on the proposed regulatory reporting requirements for banks 
that qualify for and adopt the Advanced Capital Adequacy Frarnewo~kto calculate their 
risk-based capital requirements or are in the paraIlel run stage of qualifying to adopt this 
framework, as published in the  Federal Register on September25 ,2006 .~~Commentson 
the specific schedules and instructions are based an the version of the scheduIes and 
instructions as published on the ffiec.gov ~ e b s i t e . ~ ~  

We have the following concerns with respect to the proposed reporting requirements: 

We oppose the alternative proposal to require a "Iookback"portfolio calculation. 
While we agree conceptuallythat there are benefits to collecting and analyzing 
additional data on the same exposures over multiple time periods (the 4ookback" 
portfolio), we believe further dialogue with the industry is needed to determine 
the appropriate data and an efficient method for collection. We believe the most 
efficacious way to collect such infomation is through periodic speciaIized data 
requests, reviews and examinations. We oppose a quarterly requirement to 
provide informationon the fill set of common exposures across multiple periods. 
Quarterly calculation of a lookback portfolio would place a significant additional 
burden on our reporting resources and may even require complex reruns af our 
capital calculations. h addition, we believe that it is not feasible to add such a 
requirement for the 2008 parallel run period given the lead time needed for 
process and system development. 

We oppose the alternative proposal to require each firm to supply more detailed 
information on every obIigorrating grade and retail segment. This would result in 
very Iaage and detailed retail schedules given the large number of segments, 
mnning into the hundreds or Ihousands, typically employed. We believe this 
alternative may have limited value since retail segmentation data could not be put 
on a comparablebasis across peer banks, given each b&s ability to segment 
according to different risk drivers. 

We believe that banks will not have the necessary lead time to implement any 
further reporting changes to Schedules A-V in the final rule, Since the final 
requirements are not expected before late 2007,2008 reporting will largely be 
based on our current interpretation of the current forms and instructions for 
SchedulesA though V. 

With respect to Schedules C throug?~V,we consider certain data items such as 
our internal obligor rating grades and segmentation to be proprietary. While this 

'' Federal Register, Voi. 71, NO.185, Septemkr 25.2006: p. 5598 1 
a Reporting Unti~rrhe 7dvonced Internal Rntings-Basedand Advnacc~dMeasurement .4ppmnches 
Schedldles A through Y I- FlEC draft, August 20,2006. 



data can be made available to the supervisors, we strongly support section Ti1.B of 
the regulatory reporting requirements which states that this information will not 
be publicly disclosed. 

We oppose additional reporting requirements unrelated to data compiled in the 
course of computing Pillar 1capital. In particular, certain retail data such as LTV 
and bureau scores which may not align with a banking organization'schosen 
retail segmentation schemes should not be required to be produced quarterly. 

With respect to operational risk (Schedule V), we oppose the detailed inf~rmation 
requirementsand additional disclosu~esfor the reasons stated in the Executive Summary 
ofthis comment letter. 

We believe that many of our concerns can be addressedby eliminating requirements that 
arenot contained in the Accord, which will provide a better degree of competitive parity 
acrossjurisdictions and also reduce the reporting burden on institutions subject to the 
U.S. version of the Accord. 

Responses to Specific Questions 

(1) The agencies seek commmtfrom the industry concerning thefeasibility of 
collecting certain additional information beyond that described in the NPR. 

Reporting hanks would he required to submit additional data items fhar summarSze 
current andprevious n'sk parametersfor exposures that were in wholesale and 
retail creditporifolios as oftheprevious reporting period (for example,prior 
quarter, prior year) -- the "lookback"por6folio. A lmkBack-portfoEio approach 
would require additional data collectian andprocessing. For exampEe, banks 
would need to retain dala on the internal risk rating categoy towhich each 
eaposure waspreviously msiped, and the previous EAD of each exposure. The 
agencies believe that ~ h f idata maintenance requirement is consistent with 
supewiso~yexpectations described in tk e NPR and proposed A I M  guidance. 

Whataggregate summary itsfomation might banks submit that best describes or 
characterizesperiod-to-period m i p t i o n  across internal ruting grades or refad 
segntents? 

r $ u r h  iqfbrmalion tlsre repired, ure therepart icuiarforf?iaat,ror other 
considerotions that would reduce the reporting burdenfor hanks? 

Response: While we recognize the desire on the part ofthe agencies "toiktter CientlJSr 
P-easonsfor observed changes in regtilatow credit risk capital requirements and allowfor 
peer cornparisons of changesfrom period toperio6'h7,wc opposc a tnandatory quarterly 

67 Federal Register, Vol. 71 no.195.September 25.2006: p.55986. 



requirement to provide data on common exposures acrossperiods. Apart from the 
observation that this undertaking would require substantid Iead time from final proposal 
to actual implementation, it is not apparent that a quarterly reporting requirement is the 
most efficientor effective way to meet the agencies' objectives. 

Alternatively, we suggest that the agencies use banks' internal analyses of migration to 
gain insight into the causes of changes in credit risk regulatory capital. This approach 
would also minimize the burden on banks. 

Please note that quarterly reporting for the lookback portfolio as proposed is likely to 
require rerunning capital calculations and further investment to develop and maintain 
processes to match all current exposures to prior year or quarter. 

With regard to period-to-period migration across retail segments, please see our earlier 
comments on retail seasoning. 

(2) 	 The agencies are considering another alternative repofling treatmefitwith respecd 
to the wholesale and rerailputions of the aboveproposal (Schedules C-R).This 
a~femabivetreatment would complemenr the lookback-pov folio approachjust 
describedbut could be implemented whether or not the lookbock-portfolio 
approach was implemented. Under this approach, banks would submit data 
according to each ofrhezr internal obligor rating grades or segments, rubher than 
in thefixed bands defined in rhe current regulafolyreportingproposal. In this 
case, each reporting bank could submit a dzferent number of rows corresponding 
to the number of inbmnl risk ratingJsegmentationcategories employed by that hank 
for the given portfolio. 

Would reporting burden be lessened if bank  submitted data using internally-
defined obligorgrades or segments, rather than aggregating the grades or 
segments in supervisov reporting bands? 

Response: For whoIesale portfolios, we see little, if any, difference in compiling data 
using fixed bands as predefined in the current proposal versus using internal oblf gor 
rating grades or segments. While we have not fully reconciled the pmpsed fixed bands 
to our internal obligor rating grades or segments, the concept is fundamentally the same. 

For retail portfolios, we believe i t is more appropriate to apply the same standardbands 
across institutions. We find this approach more practical, reflective of appropriaterisk 
levels, and easily interpretable across instihutions. Requiring banks to submit data for all 
retail segments, or aggregationsof segmcnts select& by each institution, would eliminate 
this comparability. For segmentation schemes, this would also he extremely unwieldy, 
since there are typically far more segments than the stated PD bands, and segmentation 
schemes can vary by exposure subcategory or subdivision. We have difficulty seeing 
how segment-leveldetails derived from multiple and varied segmentation schemes could 
be reported efficiently. This proposal would also require some definition ofthe 



segmentation schemes in the reports themselves (i.e.we assume "segmentA" undefined 
would not be acceptable), which would raise competitivedisclosure concerns. 

(3) 	 The agencies request c~mmenton she appropriateness of making the data items on 
Schedules A and B and data items I through 7 ofthe operational risk reporting 
schedule (Schedule V) available to the puhIic for each reporting entivfor data 
collected during periods subsequent to its parallel run  reportingperiods as 
currentlyproposed. Comments are requested an the extent 60 which banks are 
already providing these data to the public or are planning to make such data public 
ns well as the timing of these disclosures. In addidion, comments ore requesfed on 
she perceived risks associated with public reporring of these data items. 

Response: We find ScheduleA differs little h r n  c u m t  reporting of the elements of 
regulatory capital. Schedule B breaks down risk-weighted assets in a very different 
manner for the current Schedule HC-R, and some of the information is neither presently 
disclosed nor included in the Accord discIosures. An example is the breakdownof 
undrawn lines by exposure category. We urge the agencies to consider carefilly the 
implications of any new disclosures. Please also see our comments ondisclosure under 
Question 61 above. Further, we note that Schedule B reports Expected Credit Loss using 
ELGD, not LGD, which i s  inconsistentwith the Accord. Please also see our comments 
on LGD above. 

Schedule V (operational risk) 
We are strongly opposed to the public disclosures as  outlined in the present proposal. 
The detailed informationreIated to the component breakdown of operational risk capital 
wiU be confusing at best, and most probably misleading in the public domain. Thfs is 
particularly tme given that there are no common definitions, methodologies or overall 
standards for the calculationof these data items and such data will not be comparable 
across individual banks. Putting such information into the public domain for a small 
number of banks serves no beneficial purpose at this time. 

(4) 	 Wkat changes in theproposed rep la toy  reporting requirerne~~tsfor the Advart ced 
Capital Adeqzsacy Framework, i~cludingadditional data or definitions, would 
better assist the agencies in reaching their stuted goals? In this regard, the 
agencies also seek iprp~ronpossible allemotive ways to capture the requested 
information and the appropriatenessof the requested dafagiven the stored purposes 
of rhe information collections and the assmiat ed repor6in.gburden. 

Response: While the proposal does not discuss the method of submission, we 
understand that the method of filing is expected to be the same as the current process 
today for the FR Y-9C and Call Reports. We wouId require finaI specificationsseveral 
months in advance of the  date the fina1 reporting requirements are published to allow for 
sufficient lead time to design, buiId, and test such uploads for thc "go live" date. 

Specific Comments on Reporting Schedules 



Additionally, we have the following comments related to the specific schedules and 
instructions. 

PD Ranges 
All of the wholesale exposure schedules require exposlue to be broken down by specific 
PD ranges. However, the PD ranges for OTC derivatives and rep-style transactionsin 
Schedules T through K are different from the other wholesale exposure schedules. We 
would propose that there be a consistent set of PD ranges for all wholesale disclosures. 

Jnstruction Conflicts 
Schedule I is for derivatives and repos subject to cross-product netting. The related 
instructions for Schedule I say to "report all:eligible margin loans, repo-style transactions 
and QTC derivatives positions that are subject to a qualified master netting agreement 
as defined in the M R .  Exposures that are not covered by netting agreements or whose 
netting agreements do not meet the standard called for in the NPR to qualify for netting 
under the capital ruleswill be reported separately as gross exposures in the following two 
schedules." This is problematic in that transactions may be covered under a qualified 
master netting agreement but not across-product (i.e., one that allows netting of OTC and 
repos) netting agreement. Schedule J is for eligible repo-style transactionsthat are not 
subject to a master netting agreement. By the NPR definition, a xepo-style transaction 
must be subject to a netting agreement. 

We will interpret the instructions such that Schedule T is for transactionsunder cross-
product netting and SchedulesJ and K are for trades net;under cross-product netting but 
may be subject to single-productnetting. 

Unsettled Tmnsaclions 
There is no requirement to disclose RWA associated with unsettled transactions. 
Furthemore, the capital calculations for unsettled transactionsdo not require the use of 
PD and LGD, so there is no natural place on SchedulesB through H to report this RWA. 
We would look to the agencies lor clarification that this is indeed not a requirement. 

Retail Schedzdtlles 
In general, we believe the schedules should be focused on data needed for Pillar I 
calcuIations, and should not require data such as LTV or bureau scores intended to 
address other issues. Such data is not necessarily fully aligned with an institution's retail 
segmentation scheme. 

We believe the information in the proposed final column "P" on the Mortgage Schedules 
L, M and N, Em of accounts with updated LTV,is of very Iirnited value and would be 
onerous to produce. This would require comparing the data files f ~ rany given cycle 
against submissions from the prior cycle, which is not necessitated by any other reporting 
requirement. 

Many firms employ ori~inalrather than updated LTV in mortgage and HomeEquity Line 
of Credit (HELOC) segmentations, due primarily to the difficulty ofcreating a full five-



year time history of migrating LTVs. We do not believe that employing updated LTVs 
would add significant PD estimation accuracy relative to cost. Consistent with our peers, 
we update the value of the underlying collateral when accountsreach a certain 
delinquency state, which varies by exposure type. 

We recommend employing one of the following alternatives: 
1 .  	 Eliminate the column from the schedules and address the underlying issue in 

Pillar 11; 
2. 	 Specifically explain the objective of the requirement and solicit comment on 

alternative means to address it; 
3. 	 Explicitly state a materiality standatd for the reporting, e.g. if the changed 

LTVs relate to less than 10%of the outstanding balance of that portfolio, the 
data would not be required. This would p m i t  agencies to identify 
institutions that realized a significant change in EAD resulting from a large-
scale reevaluation of underlying collateral without requiring this data in 
situations where it will add no value. 

The first footnote to SchedulesI,,M and N states that: 
LTV cell values are cumulative EAD totals. 

* 	 LTV values are calculatedby combining my junior lien amounts with the 
exposure amounts applicable to this report. 

We assume by "cumulative" the agencies do not mean that the column totals themselves 
cumulate, i.e. the amounts incolumn K should nut also include amounts in column J, 
since this would conflict with the coIumn definitions as listed. We seek confmation o f  
that understanding. 

"Any junior liens" could be interpreted as stated, i.e. that anyjunior liens, regardless of 
who holds the exposure, must be included in the LTV calculation. This is highly 
impractical, becausejunior lien information is dynamic and attempts to monitor it are 
particularly unreliable. Even if this were limited to jurlior liens held at the repofling 
institution, it would be very difficult, requiring an exposuremapping functionality that 
could not be done easily due to multiple mortgages held on various properties by a single 
mortgagor at a single institution. Inaddition, the reports would then twice reflect the 
effect of the exposure. 

We support including senior liens in the calculationof what is in effect "Cumulative 
Loan to Value7',or CLTV,forjunior lien exposures, since this is appropriate and widely 
appIied in the industry fox junior liens. We recommend that this be stated explicitly in a 
replacement first note, and Ilmited to Schedules M and N,where junior liens will appear. 

Securitdzation 
There is no requirement to disclose the mounts that are deducted from capita1 under the 
RBA or IAA. These exposures would be rated more than one category below investment 
grade if long-term and below the third-highest investment grade if short-term..inclusion 
of the exposures in item 5 of Schedule S would be inconsistent with how deduction 



amounts are treated in Schedule T. In addition, these amounts would not fit in line Z or 2 
of ScheduIe T. We would look to the agencies for clarification that this is indeed not a 
requirement. We believe the line 6B requirement (to report total RWA for securitization 
exposures if  not capped by the maximt~mrisk based capital requirement related to early 
amortization) is burdensome because this would require re-running the calculation 
process without the cap for each exposure. This information is better captured through 
examination rather Than quarterly reporting. 

Reporting ofBakanc~Sheet Anaoer~ttson Schedule B 
In the current FR Y-9Cand Call Reports, the 'balancesheet asset totals in column A of 
Schedules HC-l3 and RC-R must agree to the balance sheet (SchedulesHC and RC). The 
proposed Schedule B does not indicate that the balance sheet amounts must agree to the 
balance sheet amounts provided on Schedules HC and RC. We recommend that the 
supervisors consider revising Schedule B to allow for agreement of the balance sheet 
amounts to Schedules HC and RC to ensure that aH balance sheet assets have been 
considered in the risk-weighted asset calculation. 

Estimated Reporting Burden 

Additionally, we provide the foIlowing comments related to the supervisors' estimate of 
reporting burden. 

The supervisors estimate that a total of52 OCC-regulated national banks and 15 Federal 
Reseme-regulated bank holding companieswould incur a burden of 280hours per 
response. While we appreciate the difficulties in determining the estimated burden, we 
believe that the supervisors' estimate is significantlyunderestimated for large banking 
organizations based on the burden we currently incur in satisfying the regulatory 
reporting requirements for the bank holding company and the lead bank only. While 
additional legal entitieswithin the scope ofBasel II may be smaller in size, the burden for 
current filing is not significantly less. Furthermore, each of the Finn's lines of business 
will incur significant burden throughout each quarter in compiling and enriching their 
data to meet the proposed regulatoryreporting requirements, particr~larlyin light of the 
amount of detail currentlyproposed by the supervisors. 
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Appendix C: Comments on the Base1 1A NPR 

Below are our comments on the proposed modifications to the existing risk-based capital 
framework (Basel 1A)." These modificationsare intended for those institutions not 
subject to the Advanced Capital Adequacy Framework, as an altemative to the existing 
capital framework (Basel I). As a core Base1 I1banking organization,we will be required 
to implement the U.S. version of the Advanced Capital Adcquacy Framework and will 
not have the option to adopt Bast1 I A. 

In response to this Notice ofProposedRulemaking (NPR), we are not commenting in 
detail on the Basel 1A capital rules, but are limiting our remarks primarily to the last four 
questions posed in the text that relate to Basel TI. 

To summarizeour responses below, we strongly support the adoption of alternative 
approaches to the most advanced Basd II approaches in the U.S. including the 
Standardized approaches to credit and operational risk. We believe such approaches 
should be open to all banking organizations and their use should not rnereIy be on a 
temporary basis. Inour view, a key differencebetween Base1 I A and the Standardized 
approach is the treatment of operational risk. If  Basel 1A does not explicitly require an 
operational risk charge, then the 1A risk weights should reflect operational risk 
considerations. We oppose additional US.-only incremental requirements for 
Standardized and other alternative Basel I1 approaches that would lead to competitive 
inequities due to intemationaI inconsistency or would impose requirements that would 
lessen the risk sensitivity of the approach. 

Possible Alternatives for Base1 I1 Banking Organizations 

h the Basel TI NPR,the agencies inserted an additional question requesting comment on 
whether "BaselI1 banking organizations shouId bepermitted to use other credit and 
operational risk approaches similar to thoseprovided in the A C C O ~ ~ . " ~ "  this Basel 1A 
NPR, the agencies seek comment on alI aspects of the folIowing questions and "seekthe 
perspectiws ofbanking organizaf ions of d~gerenz sizes and complexi@."Since this NPR 
poses significantly more detailed questionsregarding the mles that would apply to Basel 
II banks, we are responding to them in order to ensure that the agencies have a fuller 
appreciation of our support for the adoption of alternative Basel 11approaches. 

Question 19: Towhat extent should the agencies consider allowing Basel II banking 
ovganizaiiopls (mandaf oly and opt-in banks as depned in the Rase1 11NPR) the option to 
calculate their risk based capital requirements using approaches other than the 
Advanced Jrr~ernalRatings Based (A-IRB) approachfor credit risk and the Advanced 
M~amrementApproach ( M A )  for operationalrisk? W%atwould be the appropiare 
length of rimefor such an option? 

''Federal R q i ~  Vol. T 1 ,  No. 247, December 26, 2006:p.77446.&I; 
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Response: As stated above, we fully support offering a11 U.S. banks the option to adopt 
any of the less advanced Basel II approaches for operational risk and credit risk contained 
in the Accord, including the Standardized approach. Banks would thus be permitted to 
choose an approach that takes into account benefits of improved risk sensitivity, 
competitive considerations, implementation cost and operational complexity. Any 
alternative that limits the options open to banks runs the risk of creating competitive 
inequities, since some banks will be required to adopt an approach that they would find 
sub-optimal. We do not believe that permission to adopt Standardizedor other simpler 
Basel 11approaches should be limited only to Basel II banks, as this will not provide the 
benefits of choice for other banks on an qua1 footing with Base1 11banks. 

We oppose the use ofthe Standardized or other approaches by Basel 11 banks on a 
temporary-only basis. This suggests that use of a less advanced approach is only a 
steppingstone to a more desirable A-IRB and AMA final state. We believe the intent of 
the Accord was to provide otherapproaches on a more permanent basis. In other 
jurisdictions, banks can choose to remain on less advanced approaches indefinitelyor 
move to the more advanced approaches at a later date at the bank's discretion. Please 
refer to ow. earlier comments for further elaborationon this issue. 

Question 20: IfRaseE I1 banking organizutions arepmvided the oplioro #ouse alternatives 
to the advanced approaches, would either this Base1 IA proposal or the Stnndadzed 
approach in Basel II be a suitable basisfor a regulatory capitalfi-amwork for credit risk 
for those organizations? W ~ a tmodi$cations would make either of these proposals more 
appropriatefor use by large complex banking organizations?For example, what 
approaches should be consideredfor derivatives and other capital markets trarrsactions, 
unsettled trades, equity exposures, and other sign$cant r i s b  and exposures typical of 
Basel II banking organizations? 

Since the stated objective of Basel:IT is to provide a more risk sensitive risk-based capital 
framework, Basel I1 bariks are aImost certain, given their support for this goal, to prefer 
the Basel I1 approaches to Basel 1A. 

An overly detailed comparison of Basel 1A and Standardized rules is not particularly 
meaningful given the very fundmentd differencesbetween them, including: 

Scope: The Standardized approach is part ofan international accord whereas 
Bass1 I A isby design a modification of the existing framework for domestic 
institutions; 
Operational Risk:There is not recopition of Operational Risk in the Basel 1A 
framework. 
Disclosure: There are no additional disclosure requirements in this NPR, whereas 
Pillar 3 is a fundamental building block of the Basel II approaches. 

If Basel 1 A were modified to remedy these fundamental differences and begin to address 
the more complex activitiesof large international banks, the result would be a set ofrules 
closely resembling the Standardized approach. lf Base! 1A were to include a separate 
opei-ationalrisk capital requirement, for ex ampie, then questions would inevitab1y arise 



regarding the justification far any detailed differences in credit risk weights between 
Bnsel 1A and Standardized rules. Not only would there be little rational for such 
differences, but this would once again raise the issue of creating consistency across 
jurisdictions and a level playing field for all competitors. 

With respect to further modifications to the Standardized approach, we believe the 
Standardized rules contained in the Accord can be adopted without change and be 
suitable for use by Basel IT banks. This approach is the result of several years of 
development by the Basel Committee, and any further modifications deemed necessary 
should be introduced only after consultationwith the Committee, so that there is the 
highest degree of international consistency and the least degree of competitive inequity in 
the application of the rules at the national level. In our view,a rule to allow use o f  the 
Standardized approach without modification in the US.can be introduced without undue 
delay, given that these mles have alreadybeen introduced in other jurisdictions. 

Question 21: The risk weights in this Base1 IA proposal were designed with the 
nssumplion that there wotrld be no accompanying capital chargefor operational risk. 
Basel II, howevm, requires banking organizations do calculate capital requirementsfor 
exposure to both credit risk and operational risk. If the agencies were toproceed with a 
rulemakingfor a U.S. version of la Standardized approachfor credit risk, should 
operational rjsk be addressed taing one of the three methods setforth in Basel II? 

Yes, a U.S. version of the StandardizedApproach should address operational risk using 
one of the three methods set forth in the Accord. 

Question 22: mat additional requirements should the agencia consida to encolarage 
Busel 11banking organizaf ions to enhance their risk management practices or their 
financial disclosures, if they areprovided the option to we alternatives to the advnptced 
approaches of the Base1 UNPR ? 

The computation of an adequate capital requirement and the ernpIoyment of sound risk 
management practices are separate processes, even though the effectiveness of the latter 
impacts the capital number. This is true irrespective of the method ofcapital 
measurement. Adequacy ofrisk management practices should continue to be monitored 
as a regular part of the supervisory review process and any noted deficiencies addressed 
on a timely basis. 

In general, we oppose additional requirements for financial disclosure or other additional 
requirements beyond those already specified in the Accord for any of the alternative 
advanced approaches that would apply only to banking organizations subject to the U.S. 
version of Basel I1 rules but not to other competitors. Please see our comments above on 
disclosure and the need for international consistency to maintain competitive equity. 


	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

